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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 Supervising Professor: Andrea D. Warner-Czyz 
 
 
 
 
Cost analyses afford a way to demonstrate the efficacy and utility of a health intervention by 

establishing the conditions in which the benefits of treatment outweigh the monetary costs. To 

date, few have used cost analyses to demonstrate the long-term societal benefits of treatments for 

individuals with communication disorders. This paper seeks to fill this gap by developing an 

analytic model to measure the societal costs and benefits associated with early hearing detection 

and intervention (EHDI). A decision tree analysis was used to develop a life-cycle cost analysis 

of three newborn hearing screening protocols (one-tier screening, two-tier screening with 

inpatient rescreening, and two-tier screening with outpatient rescreening) from a societal 

perspective. The outcome of the analysis was net benefit per infant screened in the form of 

employment productivity over the lifespan. The lifetime expected benefit from EHDI exceeded 

lifetime expected cost for all hearing screening protocols with input values held at average 

estimates. However, the one-tier hearing screening protocol yielded the highest net benefit per 

infant screened ($1,371.41), followed by two-tier inpatient hearing screening ($719.89) and two-

tier outpatient screening ($306.31). While changes in loss to follow-up, language outcomes, and 

equipment accuracy each changed the long-term net benefit of EHDI, no single variable 
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independently affected the balance between costs and societal benefit. Rather, sensitivity 

analyses revealed that the interdependent relationship among equipment accuracy, intervention 

outcomes, and loss to follow-up drove the costs and the benefits of EHDI. Program 

administrators, third-party payers, and policy-makers should consider all three of these variables 

a high priority when selecting protocols and strategies for quality improvement. Maximizing 

societal benefit requires a balance between treatment outcomes that yield employment 

productivity, highly accurate equipment, and low loss to follow-up. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the current era of healthcare reform and reimbursement, optimizing healthcare 

spending in the United States marks a high priority for policy-makers and third-party payers. 

Approximately $3.2 trillion dollars were spent on healthcare in 2015, and researchers estimate 

that by 2024, healthcare expenses will account for one-fifth of the United States economy 

(Martin, Hartman, Washington, Catlin, & Team, 2016). The significant costs of healthcare 

necessitate quantification of benefits associated with health interventions to ensure allocation of 

the limited financial resources to treatments that benefit both the patient and greater society. 

Justifying expenses in the context of benefits particularly impacts services such as speech-

language therapy and audiological care, which typically require multiple visits and may be 

perceived by policy-makers as less of a necessity compared to other short-term medical 

treatments (Guindo et al., 2012). Cost analyses afford a way to demonstrate the efficacy and 

utility of a health intervention by establishing the conditions in which the benefits of treatment 

outweigh the monetary costs. To date, few have used cost analyses to demonstrate the long-term 

societal benefits of treatments for individuals with speech, language, and/or hearing disorders. 

This paper seeks to fill this gap by developing an analytic model to measure the societal costs 

and benefits associated with treatments for individuals with communication disorders, and to test 

the utility of the model by measuring the costs and benefits of early hearing detection and 

intervention (EHDI). 
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Early Hearing Detection and Intervention as a Case for Expanding Cost Analyses 

Even though a variety of methods exist to measure the costs and benefits of health 

interventions, the field of communication sciences and disorders has not widely used these 

approaches. Intervention for congenital hearing loss (HL) may provide a context in which to 

expand existing cost methodologies as well as a framework for cost analyses of other 

interventions for individuals with communication disorders. Congenital HL is a lifelong 

condition, and the past two decades have focused on establishing early hearing detection and 

intervention (EHDI) legislation so infants with HL can receive treatment as soon as possible. The 

lifelong effects of HL have costly consequences not only for individuals, but also for society as a 

whole. At the individual level, unmanaged HL can lead to communication deficits that reduce 

quality of life, curb academic success, and limit employment opportunities (Moeller, Tomblin, 

Yoshinaga-Itano, Connor, & Jerger, 2007; Yoshinaga-Itano, Sedey, Coulter, & Mehl, 1998) 

These deficits also have long-term cascading effects at a societal level, particularly from lost 

employment productivity. The estimated a total lifetime cost of severe-to-profound HL is 

$297,000 per person. (Mohr et al., 2000). However, the economic burden exceeds $1,000,000 

over the lifespan with prelingual HL (i.e., HL acquired before language develops), particularly 

without timely diagnosis and early, aggressive audiologic, educational, and communication 

intervention.  

Support for EHDI legislation arose from evidence-based research that infants with HL 

enrolled in intervention by six months of age achieve communication outcomes on par with 

hearing peers, whereas later-identified infants typically do not (Moeller, 2000; Yoshinaga-Itano 

& Gravel, 2001; Yoshinaga-Itano et al., 1998). This finding, initially published by Yoshinaga-
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Itano et al. (1998) lead to a nationwide surge in universal newborn hearing screening as part of 

EHDI programs. Initial legislative efforts sought to increase the number of infants who receive a 

universal newborn hearing screening (UNHS). Maximizing the benefits of hearing screening 

requires a more complete system that emphasizes the importance of not just the screening itself, 

but timely identification and intervention for children with HL after the screening. Given that 

prompt identification and intervention form crucial components of successful outcomes for 

children with HL, EHDI programs in the United States endorse the “1-3-6” benchmarks to 

minimize negative effects of HL on a child’s development. The 1-3-6 benchmarks, established 

by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), support hearing screening for all 

infants by 1 month; identification of HL by 3 months; and enrollment in early intervention by 6 

months (e.g., speech-language therapy, early childhood intervention program) (CDC, 2014 ). 

Initial measures of success in EHDI programs focused primarily on the number of infants who 

received a hearing screening by one month of age. However, recent EHDI efforts seek to 

improve the number of infants who return for follow-up testing and intervention. Yoshinaga-

Itano and colleagues (2017) recently showed that the combination of diagnosis of HL by 3 

months and enrollment in intervention by 6 months yields significantly better vocabulary 

outcomes in children with HL than not meeting these EHDI benchmarks (Yoshinaga-Itano, 

Sedey, Wiggin, & Chung, 2017). Thus, timely accomplishment of EHDI benchmarks underlies 

successful outcomes in children with HL and may minimize the economic effects of a late-

identified HL on society. 

Enactment of EHDI legislation has generated progress in ensuring all infants receive a 

newborn hearing screening, but not necessarily timely audiologic and therapeutic intervention.  
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Because of EHDI legislation, 98% percent of infants in the U.S. receive a UNHS in the first 

month of life– an improvement from a screening rate of 10% two decades ago (CDC, 2014; 

Control & Prevention, 2003), as shown by the dashed line in Figure 1. The increase in the 

proportion of infants who receive newborn hearing screening coincides with decreased age at 

identification of HL, shown by the dotted line, and the rate of employment attainment reported 

for individuals with HL, represented by the solid line.  

Figure 1. Changes in identification of HL, age at intervention, and rates of employment for 
individuals with significant HL from 1980 to 2010. Decreases in age at diagnosis (CDC, 2014 ), 
increase in percentage of infants screened (Harrison, Roush, & Wallace, 2003; Munoz, Blaiser, 
& Barwick, 2013), and increases in employment rates for individuals with HL (Kraus, 2015) 
have occurred over the past three decades. 
 

In 1990, prior to newborn hearing screening on a national level, the average age of 

identification of congenital HL was 30 months of age. By 2010, after widespread implementation 

of EHDI, the average age of identification of HL improved to less than four months of age 
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(Durieux-Smith, Fitzpatrick, & Whittingham, 2008; Harrison et al., 2003; Munoz et al., 2013) 

Younger age at identification has created the opportunity for a larger portion of infants with 

significant HL to enroll in early intervention by 6 months of age compared to two decades 

ago.(Nelson, Bougatsos, Nygren, & Force, 2008) The expansion of EHDI legislation combined 

with advances in hearing technology over the past two decades has increased the likelihood that 

a child with HL will develop the language skills necessary to thrive in a communication-

dependent society. Communication outcomes in children with severe-to-profound HL today 

differ vastly from previous generations prior to nationwide implementation of EHDI 

programs.(Yoshinaga-Itano et al., 2017) Improved communication outcomes and academic 

success associated with earlier identification of HL may translate to higher employment rates 

relative to those with later identification and, subsequently, later intervention via auditory 

technology and therapy enrollment. The solid line in Figure 1 displays the percentage of adults 

with HL with at least part-time employment. In 1998, before widespread implementation of 

EHDI legislation, 30% of adults with HL attained employment.(Mohr et al., 2000) Since then, 

the number of individuals with HL in the workforce has increased considerably such that, in 

2014, 51.2% of adults with HL reported at least part-time employment.(Kraus, 2015) 

The impact of loss to follow-up. Even though many infants receive a UNHS, 30% to 

50% of infants who do not pass an initial hearing screening become lost to follow-up. This loss 

to follow-up (LTF) means that infants do not return for follow-up testing and intervention, or that 

the infants’ test results are not documented with the state department of health (Spivak, Sokol, 

Auerbach, & Gershkovich, 2009; White, Forsman, Eichwald, & Munoz, 2010). Such lack of 

well-timed follow-up increases the risk for significant communication delays that are costly not 
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only for infant, but also for society. Consider the number of infants such LTF affects. Every year, 

nearly 12,000 infants in the U.S. are born with HL (CDC, 2014). If 30-50% of infants with HL 

become lost to follow-up after failing a UNHS, then 3,600 to 6,000 infants with HL cannot 

access the benefits of early intervention each year. Not enrolling in early intervention has 

negative effects on development of speech and language skills, with subsequent cascading 

negative effects on academic success, professional opportunities, and quality of life. 

 Clinical factors contributing to EHDI delays and LTF. Timely follow-up requires 

coordination of multiple systems at each step of EHDI’s 1-3-6 process. Hospitals, audiologists, 

speech-language pathologists, families, physicians, and state and national government 

collaborate to help infants with HL meet the 1-3-6 benchmarks. Each component of the EHDI 

system can uniquely contribute to reasons triggering either LTF or delayed follow-up. Some of 

the clinical factors contributing to LTF include the infant, the family, the screening equipment, 

and/or the health care provider’s screening protocol. 

Infant-related factors. The infant’s health status can serve as a barrier to newborn hearing 

screening follow-up. If the infant has significant medical issues, life-saving care and treatment 

may take precedence over prompt audiological follow-up and intervention (Dalzell et al., 2000). 

The presence of middle ear fluid or pathology may also delay diagnosis of HL in infants due to 

delays in audiological follow-up while awaiting medical care for middle ear issues (Harrison & 

Roush, 1996).  

Family demographic factors. Certain demographic and socioeconomic factors may also 

influence loss to follow-up. Factors such as lack of transportation to an appointment or lack of 

health insurance can leave a parent unable to access follow-up care for their infant (Shulman et 
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al., 2010). Furthermore, if family members receive hearing screening results in a language other 

than their native language, they might misunderstand follow-up recommendations – including 

the importance of early diagnosis of HL and intervention – and not return for prompt care. 

Finally, maternal education level is a significant predictor of timely newborn hearing screening 

follow-up. Infants who have mothers with higher levels of education more consistently meet the 

1-3-6 benchmarks compared to infants who have mothers with lower levels of education (Holte 

et al., 2012).  

 Equipment-related factors. All states have a state-sponsored EHDI program and 43 

states legally mandate a newborn hearing screening before an infant’s discharge (White, 2014). 

EHDI legislation requires each birthing hospital to have a hearing screening program but allows 

the hospital to exercise discretion in its equipment selection and screening protocols (e.g., 

number of screenings). UNHS depends on two types of screening equipment. The first type of 

equipment, otoacoustic emissions (OAE) screening, uses click stimuli to evoke a response from 

the outer hair cells in the cochlea. During an OAE screening, a probe tip placed in the infant’s 

ear canal delivers a click stimulus between 1.6 and 6 kHz. The OAE click stimulus travels 

through the outer, middle, and inner ear. After the stimulus reaches in the inner ear, a healthy 

cochlea will produce a robust, echo-like response collected by a microphone incorporated in the 

probe tip in the infant’s ear. The second type of screening equipment is an evoked auditory 

potential called an automatic auditory brain stem response (A-ABR). During an A-ABR, a probe 

tip in the infant’s ear canal delivers 35 dBnHL click stimuli and electrodes placed on the infant’s 

head measure a brainstem response to the click stimuli. Because OAE screening does not detect 

neural HL, an A-ABR is the only approved screening tool for use in a neonatal intensive care 
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unit due to of the high incidence of neural HL in the neonate population (Joint Committee on 

Infant Hearing, 2007). Otherwise, birthing hospitals can choose which type of equipment to use 

for initial hearing screenings. 

 When used for universal screening, OAE and A-ABR equipment differ in the number of 

infants who pass and fail, and the accuracy of the screening results. Overall referral rates from 

published UNHS studies range from 0.2% to 3.1% (Barsky-Firkser & Sun, 1997; Stewart et al., 

2000). A higher percentage of infants fail an initial OAE hearing screening (3-8%) than A-ABR 

initial screening (2-3%) (Gravel et al., 2000). This result happens due to the OAE’s increased 

sensitivity to vernix in the middle ear from birthing process and the A-ABR’s decreased 

sensitivity to mild and minimal HL (Johnson et al., 2005). 

Variability in accuracy metrics of OAE and A-ABR in identifying newborns at risk for 

HL presents a challenge for a number of reasons. One reason is that programs differ in stimuli 

used during testing. Additionally, the noise levels of the testing environment and degree of HL 

targeted by the screening differ from program to program. False negative rates are difficult to 

calculate because infants who pass a hearing screening rarely receive confirmation diagnostic 

testing (Headley, Campbell, & Gravel, 2000). When behavioral thresholds are compared as the 

gold standard, sensitivity of OAEs for identifying HL in infants ranges from 55% to 100% and 

specificity ranges from 71% to 91% (Akinpelu, Peleva, Funnell, & Daniel, 2014; 

Apostolopoulos, Psarommatis, Tsakanikos, Dellagrammatikas, & Douniadakis, 1999; Stevens et 

al., 1990). Published reports of A-ABR sensitivity and specificity in detecting permanent HL 

report, on average, 96% sensitivity (range 50%-100%) and 97% specificity (range 49%-98%) 

(Wolff et al., 2010).  
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Even though limitations exist in the available accuracy metrics for OAE and A-ABR 

screening, a systematic review from Prieve et al. (2013) concludes that (a) both a failed OAE and 

A-ABR hearing screening are associated with increased likelihood of HL; and (b) the two 

screening technologies yield relatively similar positive and negative likelihood ratios. Published 

positive likelihood ratios range from 3.1-10.21 for OAE screening, and 1.75 to 6.77 for click-

based A-ABR screening. Published negative likelihood ratios for ruling out HL range from 0 to 

0.54 for OAE screening and 0 to 0.84 for click-based ABR (Prieve et al., 2013). Likelihood 

ratios, especially for ABR, were most favorable for ruling in and ruling out more severe 

sensorineural HL and mixed HL that requires amplification (Durieux-Smith, Picton, Bernard, 

Macmurray, & Goodman, 1991). This means that equipment choice may exhibit stronger effects 

on milder degrees of HL.  

Because differences exist in the accuracy metrics of OAE and A-ABR screening, the 

equipment selected can influence LTF based on referral rates. Over-referring infants for 

diagnostic testing can be problematic because a false positive on a hearing screening can cause a 

parent an undue amount of stress and cause providers to lose confidence in hearing screening 

results (Larsen, Munoz, DesGeorges, Nelson, & Kennedy, 2012; Moeller, White, & Shisler, 

2006). Higher referral rates for diagnostic audiological testing also may lead to longer wait times 

for appointments, which can delay diagnosis and intervention for infants with HL. On the other 

hand, higher false negative rates directly can affect timely diagnosis of HL because a greater 

number of infants who have HL will pass a hearing screening and not proceed to timely 

audiologic testing and intervention.  
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For screening infants, hospitals use two approaches that differ in the number of 

screenings an infant has before referral to an audiologist. In a one-tier screening approach, 

infants receive one inpatient OAE or A-ABR hearing screening prior to discharge, and infants 

who fail the hearing screening receive a direct referral to an audiologist for outpatient diagnostic 

testing. In a two-tier screening approach, all infants receive an inpatient hearing screening, and 

any infants who fail the initial hearing screening receive a second hearing screening. Some two-

tier protocols rescreen infants prior to discharge, while other protocols refer infants to an 

outpatient center for a rescreening. Additionally, some hospitals with two-tier approaches use a 

combination of screening equipment (e.g., OAE for the first screening, A-ABR for the second 

screening), while other hospitals use the same equipment for both screenings (e.g., A-ABR for 

both the first and second screening).  

The success of hospital screening programs depends partly on the number of infants 

referred. The CDC and Joint Commission on Infant Hearing (JCIH) recommend that hearing 

screening programs refer no more than 4% of infants screened (Joint Committee on Infant 

Hearing, 2007). A two-tier screening has gained popularity due to lower referral rates with two 

screenings versus one (Johnson et al., 2005). White (2014) reports that 52% of hospitals use a 

two-tier screening approach with an outpatient rescreening, and 12% of hospitals use a two-tier 

screening program with an inpatient rescreening.  

The advantage to allowing each hospital to choose their protocol and equipment lies in 

the ability to tailor programs to the needs of each hospital’s patient population. A carefully 

selected protocol can minimize false positive and negative results from an initial screening 

(Johnson et al., 2005). However, variability in protocols also can contribute to LTF. A one-tier 
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approach may over-refer infants for audiological testing, making it necessary for more infants to 

return for audiological testing before ruling out a HL (Shulman et al., 2010). In a two-tier 

system, multiple inpatient screening results might confuse parents about the final status of their 

infant’s screening, and leave parents unsure about how – or if – to follow-up. Early publications 

warn that repeat screenings could increase the probability of a false negative result (JCIH, 2013).  

However, newer evidence suggests that even if a child with HL receives 10 OAE rescreenings, 

the chance they will pass a subsequent hearing screening does not exceed 5% (White & Nelson, 

2016).  

The risk in two-tier approaches arises when infants scheduled for an outpatient 

rescreenings do not return for their appointment(s). Even if infants return for an outpatient 

rescreening, they may experience delays in the diagnosis of HL because of delays in securing a 

convenient, timely appointment. Holte et al. (2012) surveyed parents of children with HL and 

found that multiple outpatient rescreenings seem the most common reason for delays in 

diagnosis of HL. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends an infant have no more than 

two rescreenings following a failed initial screening before scheduling a diagnostic hearing test 

(Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 2007). However, some parents in Holte’s study reported 

their children received additional rescreenings when they visited an audiologist. Moreover, 

outpatient rescreenings may act as a potential barrier to follow-up because each appointment 

increases the risk that the infant with HL may not return for follow-up testing. 

System issues contributing to delays and LTF. Ensuring all 55,000 American infants 

born each year complete the EHDI process represents a significant task. The U.S. healthcare 

system has not fully adjusted to the demand required to screen and track every infant born as part 
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of the relatively new EHDI subsystem. System issues including lack of system capacity, loss to 

documentation, and third-party coverage also may contribute to the lack of information regarding 

the status of an infant after a failed hearing screening. 

Lack of system capacity. A hearing screening only provides information about an infant’s 

risk for HL. All infants who fail a UNHS need to see a pediatric audiologist for diagnostic testing 

to confirm or rule out HL. In many areas of the U.S., far more infants need follow-up than can be 

accommodated by qualified pediatric audiologists and early interventionists skilled in working 

with children with HL (Shulman et al., 2010). Untimely newborn hearing screening follow-up 

can occur due to the lack of available appointments for a diagnostic ABR within 3 months. Even 

for infants who receive a timely diagnosis of HL, additional system barriers may exist due to a 

lack of qualified early intervention providers within a particular geographic area. The JCIH 

(2013) called for a greater number of qualified early intervention providers and published best 

practice guidelines. However, the recency of the JCIH guidelines precludes evaluation of its 

effect on the number of qualified service providers.  

Loss to documentation. LTF encompasses not only infants who truly do not receive 

follow-up care, but also infants who fall victim to unreliable reporting and monitoring (White, 

2014). EHDI legislation requires each state department of health to track the status of each 

infant’s progression through the 1-3-6 process. Providers must consistently report results from 

hearing screening and follow-up testing, and the electronic tracking system must effectively store 

and analyze each screening record. It is difficult to know how much of LTF relates to true lack 

of care, and how much reflects unreliable reporting and tracking. Administrative errors in either 

active reporting by service providers or monitoring systems of individual states could inflate 
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LTF statistics. The lack of reliable data on each infant screened creates difficulty in knowing 

how many EHDI programs meet the 1-3-6 benchmarks and which factors impede follow-up 

within the EHDI system. 

Third-party payer barriers. Despite the widespread implementation of EHDI, access to 

intervention and adequate reimbursement for audiological services and speech-language therapy 

remains challenging (McManus et al., 2010). The reimbursement for audiologic and therapeutic 

intervention from third-party payers often does not cover the costs incurred by the healthcare 

provider, and families of children with HL often endure long waits for authorization of 

therapeutic services. It may be some infants have delays in service delivery due to inability to 

find a provider that takes their insurance or because of a lengthy process for approval for 

amplification or intervention. 

 Child, family demographic, equipment, and system-based factors all influence the 

success of EHDI programs. While there have been improvements in screening and diagnosing 

congenital HL, at present the literature lacks a systematic quantitative analysis of the 

independent and interdependent influences of each component of the EHDI system (including 

LTF) on the long-term costs and benefits. Congenital HL is a lifelong condition and benefits of 

interventions and the impact of late-identified HL due to LTF may not be realized until 

adulthood. The societal scope of EHDI combined with the need for long-term cost and benefit 

data make it a useful starting point for developing a model to measure the costs and benefits of 

interventions for communication disorders.  
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Techniques for Quantifying Costs and Benefits of Health Interventions  

 Cost analyses provide a way to quantify the balance between the cost of case-finding 

(e.g., identification and management of HL) and the benefit of an intervention (e.g., auditory 

technology, enrollment in communication-based therapy). The following section describes 

existing perspectives and methodologies commonly used in healthcare cost analyses and 

highlights the strengths and limitations of existing methodologies.  

Perspectives in healthcare cost analyses. The perspective of a healthcare cost analyses 

defines who incurs the costs and who receives the benefits among individual patients, third-party 

payers, and general society. A variable considered a “cost” from one perspective may act as 

“benefit” from another perspective. For example, a hearing aid may represent a monetary cost 

from the perspective of a third-party payer or society, but serve as a benefit from the perspective 

of an individual with HL. Analyses from the individual level demonstrate direct benefits from a 

treatment such as improved quality of life. An analysis from the third-party perspective can 

justify reimbursement for new interventions by demonstrating how a novel treatment offers more 

costs savings compared to an existing treatment or no treatment at all. Societal perspectives 

afford a big picture way to examine the conditions in which the benefits of a health intervention 

extend beyond the individual or payer level. The broad conclusions from cost analyses from a 

societal perspective provide a powerful way to communicate the benefits of a treatment to 

legislators and policy-makers.  

Commonly used cost methodologies. Published cost studies for health interventions 

include (a) expected cost analyses, which provide a total monetary cost without consideration of 

outcomes; (b) cost-benefit analyses, which compare the costs of treatments versus outcomes in 
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monetary terms; and (c) cost-effectiveness or cost-utility analyses, which compare costs of an 

intervention with improvements in health state or quality of life (see Table 1 for a summary of 

cost methodologies). Expected cost analyses help to define the monetary costs of an intervention, 

but do not provide information about costs in the context of benefit. Eliminating benefit from 

cost analyses makes it difficult to render decisions about whether the costs of an intervention 

outweigh the benefit. 

Table 1. Summary of methods evaluating economic impact of an intervention 

 Expected cost  Cost-benefit  Cost-effectiveness  

Cost metric a Monetary Monetary Monetary 

Benefit metric b None Monetary Quality/non-monetary 

Strengths Short-term cost 
estimates 

Cost and benefit use 
same metric 

Quantifies benefit 
beyond monetary terms 

Limitations Benefit metric 
excluded 

Limits benefit to 
monetary terms 

Hard to interpret, age-
dependent 

Note. a Unit of measure used to quantify cost; b Unit of measure used to quantify benefit. 
 

Cost-benefit analyses provide a more complete picture due to inclusion of estimates of 

not only the costs of an intervention, but also the benefit of the intervention in monetary terms 

(e.g., employment productivity). One strength of cost-benefit analyses lies in its ease of 

interpretation due to a shared unit of measurement for both cost and benefit metrics (Garber & 

Phelps, 1997; Johannesson & Jönsson, 2013). However, cost-benefit analyses may underestimate 

benefit by only considering monetary benefits of an intervention (Garber & Phelps, 1997). For 

example, the use of employment productivity over the lifespan in a cost-benefit analysis (known 

as a human capital approach), may not account for benefit due to changes in health status or the 
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cascading benefits for caregivers that arise when their family member increases independence in 

the home environment.  

Cost-effectiveness or cost-utility analyses compare costs of the intervention with non-

monetary benefits measured by changes in health states (Birch & Gafni, 1992). The field of 

communication sciences and disorders commonly uses cost-effectiveness and cost-utility 

analyses to evaluate the value of treatments and interventions. A number of studies of the cost-

effectiveness of speech, language, and audiological interventions demonstrate benefit on the 

individual level via Quality-Adjusted-Life-Year (QALY), which weighs years of life based on a 

quality of life measurement (Abrams, Chisolm, & McArdle, 2002; Franic, Bothe, & Bramlett, 

2012). The best utility of a QALY metric stems from its ability to estimate the benefits of a 

particular intervention for a chronic condition and compare the benefits of interventions across 

diseases or impairments (Drummond, 1987). Cost-effectiveness analyses using a metric such as 

QALY provide benefit estimates at the individual level, but may not generalize to 

communicating benefits on societal level, which may limit the utility of QALY metrics for 

influencing policy-makers (Smith, 1987). Additionally, QALY may overestimate benefit for 

interventions that provide an immediate change in health state but long-term variability in 

functional outcomes. For example, a hearing aid provides a child born with HL access to sound. 

If asked how many years of “healthy” living was gained via a hearing aid, a parent of a child 

with HL may consider access to sound as the benchmark for “healthy,” and immediately report 

benefit from the hearing aid intervention despite the fact that the child may struggle to 

communicate effectively. A QALY may also underestimate the benefits of interventions for 
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older adults compared to younger adults only due to the difference in years of life remaining (La 

Puma & Lawlor, 1990). 

Techniques for collecting and estimating model parameters. The conclusions of a cost 

analysis depend solely on the assumptions and parameter estimates in the model. Planning a 

comprehensive cost analysis requires collection of input estimates to account for every potential 

cost and benefit and appraisal of the likelihood that each cost and benefit will occur. It would be 

difficult to ensure inclusion of all essential model inputs without using systematic method to 

determine all potential costs and benefits over the lifespan. Decision tree analytic modeling 

ascertains cost and benefit values for treatment options across the lifespan using a population-

based approach. Decision tree analytic modeling provides a systematic technique for mapping 

out all outcomes and probabilities associated with a health intervention (A. H. Briggs, Claxton, 

& Sculpher, 2006; Prosser, Grosse, Kemper, Tarini, & Perrin, 2012). More importantly, the 

decision tree analytic model allows a way to synthesize literature reviews and identify gaps that 

need further data collection or additional estimation (Anderson, 2010). Decision tree analytic 

models afford a way to create and visualize predictive models based on treatment and outcomes, 

similar to a flow chart. The decision tree begins with a root question (e.g., What is the 

effectiveness of EHDI on workplace employability?), which begets subsequent questions (e.g., 

Did the infant receive a newborn hearing screening?) until reaching the outcome measure of 

choice (e.g., What is the workplace employability?). Figure 2 displays a sample decision tree. 

The boxes (leaves) represent outcomes, and the branches, depicted by lines, represent the 

likelihood each outcome will occur.  
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Figure 2. Components of a decision tree analytic model. The first box represents the root. 
Subsequent boxes, or leaves, represent outcomes. The branches, depicted by lines, represent the 
probability of an outcome occurring. 
 

Sensitivity analyses provide a way to accommodate the potential for error associated with 

estimating input values that form the basis of cost analyses (A. Briggs, Sculpher, & Buxton, 

1994). Some values may influence the output of the model more than other parameters. 

Additionally, many input estimates are best represented by a range of values rather than one 

discrete value. Sensitivity analyses enable the computation of changes in expected benefits for 

changes in input values. For these reasons, sensitivity analyses often follow cost analyses to 

provide insights into the key factors that affect interpretation of the findings (e.g., life-cycle net 

benefit). 

The time frame included in an analysis serves as an additional factor in cost analyses 

methodologies. Costs and benefits of an intervention can be quantified in the short-term or in the 

long-term. Short-term analyses consider immediate, more direct benefits of an intervention (e.g., 

changes in quality of life immediately after receiving a hearing aid). The value of quantifying 

short-term costs lies in their representation of expenses incurred largely in part by the healthcare 

Root

Leaf (Outcome 1) 

Leaf (Outcome 2)

Branch 
(probability) 
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system, However, an analysis that places too much focus on the costs of an intervention or a 

specific transition to a health outcome may lead policy-makers to emphasize the short-term 

economic burdens of the intervention without considering benefits associated with intervention 

over the long-term. For this reason, holistic models typically are used to quantify benefits over 

the lifespan of an individual. A Lifecycle cost analysis (LCCA) affords quantification of the cost-

benefit of a health intervention over the life of an individual to guide healthcare decision-

making. Several researchers have applied this methodology to disabilities that influence 

communication skills (e.g., autism) (Devine, O'Clock, & Lyons, 2000; Ganz, 2007). The steps 

typically followed in LCCA include: (1) estimating total cost of each input value; (2) estimating 

expected short-term and long-term societal costs by computing the total expected cost; (3) 

estimating expected short-term and long-term societal benefit by computing the total expected 

benefit gained from employment productivity; (4) subtracting the total expected lifetime costs 

from total expected benefit to compute expected net lifetime societal benefit; and (5) using 

sensitivity analyses to determine effects of change in input on short- and long-term total expected 

cost-benefit estimates. 

Cost Analyses of EHDI 

Cost-benefit analyses of the EHDI process require delineation of specific costs and 

advantages, monetarily or otherwise. The costs of EHDI include components such as screening 

supplies, audiological care, therapeutic intervention, and educational support. The benefits of 

EHDI can be realized on the individual level via improved quality of life or communication 

skills, and on the societal level via improved work productivity.  
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If all infants with HL receive timely diagnosis and achieve favorable language outcomes, 

newborn hearing screening represents a cost-effective way to mitigate the long-term costs of HL 

when compared to not doing a hearing screening (Colgan et al., 2012; Keren, Helfand, Homer, 

McPhillips, & Lieu, 2002; Vohr et al., 2001). However, hearing screening characterizes only the 

first step in the EHDI 1-3-6 system. Not all infants receive timely diagnosis of HL by 3 months 

of age. Moreover, not all infants with HL receive timely intervention by 6 months of age, and 

early intervention does not necessarily guarantee a child with HL will achieve language 

outcomes favorable enough to gain employment in a communication-dependent society. LTF and 

variability in language outcomes likely affect the long-term benefits of EHDI, but few studies 

confirm the exact contribution these variables have on the long-term benefits of the system. Cost 

analyses of EHDI programs usually are framed in a societal context because EHDI is a public 

health program. Initial rationale for EHDI implementation largely emphasized the potential 

benefit to society as a whole (Finitzo, Albright, & O'Neal, 1998; White et al., 2010). 

 Published EHDI cost studies include (a) expected cost analyses, which provide a total 

monetary cost without consideration of outcomes, and (b) cost-benefit analyses, which compare 

the costs of EHDI versus outcomes (see Table 2 for a summary of EHDI cost analyses). Less 

commonly, post-hoc a sensitivity analysis evaluates the cost of EHDI and conditions in which 

one protocol may prove more cost-effective than another protocol. 

 Published EHDI expected cost analyses. Short-term studies of EHDI estimate the 

expected cost of a hearing screening as $17-$33 per infant screened (Barsky-Firkser & Sun, 

1997; Colgan et al., 2012; Kemper & Downs, 2000; Kezirian et al., 2001) 
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Table 2. Summary of published EHDI cost analyses 

Cost analysis What we know What we don’t know 

Expected cost 
analysis 

 

OAE vs. A-ABR short-term cost a 

One- vs. two-tier short-term costs b  

$17-$33 per infant screened a-c 

One- vs. two-tier, including LTF 
costs 
 
Intervention costs using primary 
source data 

Cost-benefit 
analysis 

Unmanaged HL > early identified 
HLa-c 

Screening is less costly than no 
screening or selective screening; c  

Two-tier screenings may be better 
than one-tier screenings long-term a 

Long-term EHDI benefit outweighs 

cost 25:1a 

One- vs. two-tier 

 
LTF costs over lifetime 

 
 
Benefit based on primary source 
data 

Sensitivity 
analysis 

Sensitive to referral rates, 
intervention costs, LTF, and 
protocol c

 

Variable inputs that encompass 
LTF at each opportunity  

Note. OAE = otoacoustic emission screening; A-ABR = automatic auditory brainstem response 
screening; HL = life cycle; LTF = loss to follow-up; EHDI = Early hearing detection and 
intervention. a Kezirian, White, Yueh, and Sullivan (2001); b Kemper & Downs (2000); c Colgan 
et al. (2012). 

 

Short-term cost analyses show ABR screening as costlier than OAE screening because of 

the increased personnel time required for the testing and the higher cost of the equipment (Berg, 

Prieve, Serpanos, & Wheaton, 2011). The cost difference between OAE and ABR screening 

equipment diminishes with low program referral rates (Meier, Narabayashi, Probst, & 

Schmuziger, 2004; Vohr et al., 2001). System costs extend beyond equipment pricing to include 

costs associated with later identification (i.e., poorer language outcomes) and subsequent delays 

in communication development, both of which result in higher expected societal costs for 
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therapeutic, educational and vocational services. The lifetime total expected cost of a late 

identified HL is estimated as $1,127,300 over the lifetime of an individual (Keren et al., 2002). 

This number nearly doubles the $697,500 lifetime expected cost of managing an early-identified 

HL.  

Published EHDI cost-benefit analyses. Cost-benefit analyses measure EHDI costs and 

benefits in monetary terms. UNHS yields a benefit of up to 25:1 when all infants return for 

follow-up (Porter, Neely, & Gorga, 2009). Multiple studies report UNHS as more cost-beneficial 

than no hearing screening or selectively screening only infants with risk factors of HL (e.g., 

family history of HL, congenital infections, hyperbilirubinemia) (Burke, Shenton, & Taylor, 

2012; Colgan et al., 2012; Finitzo et al., 1998; Keren et al., 2002; Vohr et al., 2001). Objective 

hearing assessments have greater cost-benefit than subjective screenings via questionnaires based 

on risk factors because an objective hearing screening is more likely to identify infants with 

milder degrees of HL (Burke, Shenton & Taylor, 2012). Hearing screening protocol type also 

affects the difference between cost and benefit of EHDI programs. A two-tier screening is more 

cost-beneficial than a one-tier screening, but only in situations when LTF is low (Porter et al., 

2009). When LTF is considered in cost-benefit calculations, it is unclear if one hearing screening 

protocol is more beneficial than another (Colgan et al, 2012). 

Published EHDI sensitivity analyses. Published sensitivity analyses of EHDI reveal 

sensitivity and specificity of the screening equipment and the effectiveness of therapeutic 

interventions significantly affect cost estimates (Colgan et al., 2012). Additionally, LTF rates 

may be a sensitive value in EHDI cost analysis, but only one study to date has considered a range 

of follow-up values (Keren et al., 2002).  
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Limitations of Current EHDI Cost Analyses 

Much remains unknown about the costs and benefits of EHDI. Reasons for the lack of 

comprehensive EHDI cost analyses may result from methodological challenges including (a) 

lack of validated methods for valuing health in young children; and (b) previous absence of 

long-term data on outcomes of children with HL (Prosser et al., 2012). Current expected cost 

and cost-benefit analyses of EHDI programs focus largely on monetary costs per infant in the 

short-term versus the holistic cost and benefits of the entire EHDI process over the lifetime of 

an individual. Costs of initial screening such as equipment used (e.g., OAE versus A-ABR) and 

institutional protocol (e.g., one-tier vs. two-tier screening) constitute only part of the cost of the 

1-3-6 process. Few studies have examined the impact of short-term decisions on long-term 

EHDI benefit over the life cycle. Moreover, Colgan et al.’s (2012) systematic review of the 

cost of newborn hearing screening found only one study thus far explores the long-term risk 

and benefit of the entirety of the EHDI process (See Keren et al., 2002). A holistic cost 

analysis should include the cost and benefit of the EHDI process accounting for not only the 

long-term risk, but also the opportunity for savings for society in the long run.  

An additional inadequacy of published EHDI cost estimates centers on the inclusion 

only of infants who return for follow-up, without consideration of infants who become lost to 

follow-up. The total cost of EHDI should reflect infants who access care as well as those who 

do not. Thus, cost-benefit analyses also should consider infants lost to follow-up due to 

increased risk and cost associated with not receiving timely screening or intervention. 

Opportunity cost analysis offers a useful way to analyze implicit costs of delayed follow-up as 

a function of loss of potential gain. An opportunity cost analysis may provide better 
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quantification of long-term risks and benefits of EHDI, including infants lost to follow-up 

(Prosser et al., 2012). Factoring in opportunity costs such as the parent’s time and the cost of 

time without intervention on a child’s outcomes affords a way to measure the long-term impact 

of delays in follow-up (Finnell., Carroll, & Downs, 2012; Kemper & Downs, 2000; Keren et 

al., 2002). 

Limitations in EHDI cost estimates also result from the input value estimates. Challenges 

exist in obtaining reference values for every possible input value in an EHDI cost model because 

many of the values require proxy report and large sources of outcome data. Historically, 

intervention costs and outcomes were difficult to estimate because of the lack of available 

longitudinal data for infants who received a newborn hearing screening. The last published 

estimates of the societal costs of HL derived from cost and outcome values from the late 1990’s 

before the widespread implementation of EHDI legislation (Mohr, 2000). Large longitudinal 

projects including the Childhood Development after Cochlear Implantation study (CDaCI) and 

the Outcomes of Children with Hearing Loss (OCHL) study have collected robust intervention 

and outcome data for children with HL wearing cochlear implants and hearing aids, respectively, 

to afford updated computations of intervention costs and benefits for children with HL (Moeller 

& Tomblin, 2015; Fink et al., 2007).  

Published sensitivity analyses of EHDI reveal some limitations in the data values that 

leave the cost-benefit of EHDI unresolved (Colgan et al., 2012). Discrete input values for EHDI 

cost models provide useful reference parameters, but all input variables have some degree of 

measurement error. Many published cost analyses have limitations due to consideration only of 

discrete, or static, input values when calculating EHDI costs and benefits. Static values are 
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appropriate when the monetary cost and probability of an outcome does not vary. However, 

values for protocols, equipment, and LTF do not represent static factors because they vary by 

program. A more accurate estimation of the total cost-benefit of a newborn hearing screening 

would account for the risk associated with using an estimated value for EHDI costs (e.g. 

measurement error, and variability across programs). A sensitivity analysis can accomplish this 

goal in several ways. First, a sensitivity analysis systematically examines the effect of changes in 

each input variable on the output of the cost-benefit model. Second, a sensitivity analysis 

establishes acceptable ranges of EHDI cost values that would still yield societal benefit. That is, 

how much does each change in input value independently and synergistically change the 

outcome? This allows generation of variable parameters that contribute to the benefit of EHDI. 

Finally, a sensitivity analysis can reveal which input variables are the most susceptible to small 

changes. Understanding the most vulnerable input variables can inform which components of the 

EHDI system may benefit the most from small improvements.  

Preliminary Data 

The author’s qualifying thesis estimated short- and long-term expected costs of one- and 

two-tier hearing screening, addressing gaps in the existing literature in three major ways. First, 

the qualifying thesis used decision tree analytic modeling to account for LTF at each stage of the 

1-3-6 process for multiple hearing screening protocols (Evans, 2016). Second, the qualifying 

thesis improved upon short-term input values compared to previous literature because cost 

estimates emerged directly from data from a hospital screening program. Third, the qualifying 

thesis model revealed how changes in short-term input values (e.g., equipment accuracy and 

LTF, language outcomes) affect long-term costs. The qualifying thesis specifically: (1) estimated 
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short and long-term societal costs of untimely newborn hearing screening follow-up; and (2) 

examined the relationship between 1% improvements in follow-up rates and short-term and long-

term societal costs for one-tier and two-tier hearing screening protocols. 

 Results showed that, with LTF at the national average, short-term calculations estimated 

cost per infant screened as $25.56 for one-tier screening, $18.13 for two-tier inpatient screening, 

and $16.63 for two-tier outpatient screening. Modeled scenarios with lower short-term costs had 

higher long-term costs ($9,935.24 for one-tier protocols $13,235.83 for two-tier inpatient 

protocols, and $24,073.09 for two-tier outpatient protocols). The shift in the cost effectiveness of 

one- and two-tier models reflects the increased number of infants missed for follow-up 

appointments in two-tier outpatient models, resulting in later identification of HL and more 

resources allocated to support that child’s education and vocation. A 1% improvement in follow-

up rates increased short–term costs, but decreased long-term costs for all protocols (see Figures 3 

and 4). Two-stage screening with outpatient rescreening was the most sensitive model to follow-

up rate changes. The overall conclusion was that cost-effectiveness of EHDI should be examined 

from a long-term perspective in the context of follow-up rates.  

Although the qualifying thesis provided an initial exploration of short- and long-term 

EHDI costs, limitations from input and output values constrain its general application. For 

example, estimates of intervention costs and educational costs from the qualifying thesis 

emerged from literature published prior to the widespread implementation of EHDI (e.g., Mohr 

et al., 2000). 
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Figure 3. Short cost per infant screened as a function of 1% changes in loss to follow-up after 
hospital screening(s). This figure displays percent lost to follow-up on the x-axis and expected 
short-term cost per infant on the y-axis. The dashed line represents one-tier screening protocols, 
the dotted line shows two-tier inpatient screening protocols, and the solid line displays two-tier 
outpatient screening protocols. In the short-term, increases in loss to follow-up decreased 
expected cost per infant screened due to fewer infants returning for audiologic testing. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Long-term cost per infant screened as a function of 1% changes in loss to follow-up 
after hospital screening(s). This figure shows percent lost to follow-up on the x-axis and 
expected long-term cost per infant on the y-axis. The dashed line represents one-tier screening 
protocols, the dotted line shows two-tier inpatient screening protocols, and the solid line displays 
two-tier outpatient screening protocols. In the long-term, increases in LTF increases expected 
cost per infant screened. Protocols with lower short-term costs yield higher long-term costs.  
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Additionally, the qualifying thesis model inputs assumed intervention costs remain the same 

across all degrees of HL and that all infants who did not receive a diagnosis of HL by 6 months 

of age would have delayed language. It is likely that greater variability exists in intervention 

costs and language outcomes than previously estimated by this model. The output of the 

qualifying thesis model, expected long-term costs of EHDI, also constrained the conclusions 

made in analyses. The model only revealed expected long-term costs rather than benefit gained 

by each infant identified with HL loss. Examining only cost per infant screened without 

accounting for benefit leaves an incomplete picture of the long–term societal impact of EHDI.  

Innovation 

The field needs evidence to understand better short-term and long-term EHDI costs to 

develop follow-up protocols that maximize cost-benefit. Current cost analyses of EHDI 

programs are inadequate due to use of non-holistic expected cost estimations, exclusion of 

infants lost to follow-up, and use of only static estimated input values. No EHDI study to date 

includes a complete life-cycle cost analysis that considers both long-term costs and societal 

benefit over the lifespan. The current study addresses the limitations of the qualifying thesis 

through the use of existing approaches in a novel way, use of unique resources not previously 

available, and developing a new approach to analyzing the cost benefit of EHDI. 

Use of existing approaches in novel ways. The current study uses the approach developed 

in the qualifying thesis in two unique ways. First, the current study improves the range and 

accuracy of input values for intervention costs and outcomes by accounting for degree of HL in 

the model (see Methods section for details). This contrasts the original approach, which assumed 

all degrees of HL result in the same costs and outcomes. Second, this study expands the 
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completeness of the output of the model by incorporating not only long-term costs, but also 

societal benefit gained per infant from EHDI. The qualifying thesis model revealed only long-

term costs without accounting for benefit gained from EHDI over the life cycle. Finally, this 

study uses a human capital approach to estimate long-term societal net benefit (defined as 

employment productivity) as a new output of the model. By using an output of societal benefit, 

this study can provide conclusions about the opportunity cost of untimely EHDI over the lifespan 

and benefits gained when children with HL achieve language outcomes sufficient for 

employment.  

Use of newly acquired resources. This study also improves accuracy of input values 

compared to the previously developed model through use newly acquired resources such as 

primary source data and recently published outcomes of children with HL. These newly acquired 

data on language outcomes, educational placement, audiological history, and intervention history 

of children with mild to profound HL help create more accurate input values in two unique ways. 

First, the intervention outcomes and cost estimates use primary source data from the Childhood 

Development after Cochlear Implantation (CDaCI) study rather than relying solely on published 

literature for intervention and outcome values (Fink et al., 2007). Funded by the National 

Institutes of Health National Institute of Deafness and Other Communicative Disorders (NIH-

NIDCD), the CDaCI project is a multi-center longitudinal, prospective cohort study of 

development in a nationally representative sample of 188 pediatric cochlear implant candidates 

from six centers. Use of CDaCI data affords contemporary estimates of intervention costs and 

outcomes for a contemporary group of children with severe-to-profound HL who wear cochlear 

implants.  
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Second, this study generates more accurate estimates for children with mild to severe HL 

by using newly published data from longitudinal studies of children with HL from the Outcomes 

of Children with Hearing Loss (OCHL) study (Moeller & Tomblin, 2015). The OCHL study, 

also supported by the NIH-NIDCD, uses a multi-disciplinary team of professionals from three 

centers to examine the influence of newborn hearing screening, early intervention, and auditory 

technology on developmental outcomes in children with mild to severe sensorineural HL 

(Moeller & Tomblin, 2015). The current study incorporates findings from the OCHL study in 

two ways. First, provision of newly available intervention data (e.g., amount, type, and duration 

of intervention) from Harrison et al.(2016) and Walker et al. (2014) affords more accurate 

estimates of the probable costs of HL for all degrees of HL that are not restricted by only 

accounting for children with the most severe HL. Second, data from Tomblin et al. (2015) allows 

updated values for the probability of having typical versus delayed language that account for 

degree of HL. Overall, the addition of contemporary outcomes and data encompassing all 

degrees of HL provides a more robust estimation of the range of costs and benefits associated 

with EHDI over the lifespan compared to assuming an all-or-nothing outcome that estimates all 

children who meet the 1-3-6 milestones will achieve age appropriate language. 

Use of novel approaches. Finally, this study adds to prior conclusions by using 

sensitivity analyses to examine the effect of changes in input values on long-term societal 

benefit. The benefits of sensitivity analyses lie in its ability to allocate uncertainty in the output 

(i.e., societal benefit) to different sources of ambiguity in the input (e.g. intervention costs, 

probabilities of language outcomes, likelihood of LTF). For example, changes in LTF may 

influence the model differently than improvements in equipment accuracy or language outcomes. 
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The large variability in outcomes of children with HL may also have a substantial impact on the 

societal benefit gained from EHDI even if LTF is low. Better understanding of minimum and 

maximum benefit gained from changes in input values provides a means by which to generate 

new conclusions about the magnitude of the opportunity lost between the most favorable and 

least favorable EHDI outcomes. Knowledge of which components of EHDI drive the 

relationship between costs and benefits the most helps prioritize areas that can be address in 

quality improvement. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The overarching goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate the utility of a population-

based analytic model to quantify the lifetime societal costs and benefits of interventions for 

individuals with communication disorders from the societal perspective. This life-cycle cost 

analysis study aims to use decision tree analytic modeling to estimate the total expected costs 

and benefits of EHDI and examine how changes in follow-up rates, equipment accuracy, and 

language outcomes affect short and long-term societal costs via four research questions. 

1. What are the short-term costs and long-term benefits of one-tier and two-tier screening? 

 Hypothesis 1: This is an exploratory question.  

2. To what extent do EHDI follow-up rates, equipment accuracy, and language outcomes 

affect short-term costs and long-term societal benefit of EHDI? 

Hypothesis 2: The model will be sensitive to LTF rates, equipment accuracy, and 

language outcomes because all affect employment probability in the long-term. 
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3. Which modeled input values are most sensitive small increments of improvement? 

Hypothesis 3: Improvement in follow-up rates will have the largest impact on the societal 

benefit of EHDI compared to changes in equipment accuracy and intervention outcomes. 

4. What are the conditions in which EHDI can yield societal benefit? 

Hypothesis 4: With LTF at average conditions, EHDI will yield societal benefit when at 

least a third of children with hearing loss obtain employment in adulthood.  
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

The overarching goal of this project is to develop and demonstrate the utility of a 

population-based analytic model to quantify the lifetime societal costs and benefits of 

interventions for individuals with communication disorders. Decision tree analytic modeling 

afforded a way to accomplish this by deriving a holistic cost-benefit model that included costs 

and benefits over the lifespan from screening through treatment. The next step involved testing 

the utility of the model by running a sample analysis of the cost and benefits of EHDI. Specific 

methodology for the model development and testing is described below.  

Model development 

 Before data analyses, decision tree analytic modeling allowed ascertainment of all 

possible outcomes of EHDI across the lifespan from screening, diagnosis, and treatment using a 

population-based approach. A decision tree analytic model is a systematic technique for mapping 

out all outcomes and probabilities associated with a health intervention (Prosser et al., 2012). 

The leaves, depicted by boxes, represent outcomes, and the branches, depicted by lines, represent 

the likelihood an outcome will occur. Decision trees included short and long-term cost models 

for three EHDI protocols: (a) One-tier screening with A-ABR; (b) two-tier screening with 

inpatient rescreening (OAE then inpatient A-ABR); and (c) two-tier screening with outpatient 

rescreening (OAE then outpatient A-ABR). The short-term costs included all EHDI outcomes, 

probabilities (including LTF), and associated costs incurred up through the diagnosis of HL 

(Figures 5 and 6 display the decision tree analytic models for one- and two-tier models). The 
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long-term costs added probabilities of normal and delayed language and employment, cost of 

intervention and education, and lost employment productivity over the lifetime. Specifically, the 

models included: 

1. Root of the decision tree. The overall model used a societal perspective, thus, the root of 

the model was the population of infants screened. The population was then stratified by 

auditory status into the population of children with normal hearing, children with mild to 

severe HL, and children with severe-to-profound HL. Children with severe-to-profound 

HL have unique technology needs as they typically are not able to obtain benefit from 

traditional hearing aids. Many children with HL receive cochlear implants (a surgically 

implanted hearing device), which requires more intensive medical and therapeutic 

intervention. Stratifying the population by degree of HL enhances the information that 

can be gleaned from this model as it allows for calculation of the unique contribution of 

the costs and benefits of interventions for children with HL based on degree of HL.  

2. Treatment choices and probabilities. Starting from newborn hearing screening, the model 

systematically accounted for treatment choices and outcomes and the probability of each 

occurring. For example, the model included the probability of following up after not 

passing a newborn hearing screening, the probability of delayed and normal language, 

cost of education, cost of the vast variability of outcomes from educational and 

therapeutic intervention over the lifespan of an individual. For screening and diagnosis 

outcomes, the model accounted for false positives, true positives, false negatives, true 

negatives, and LTF.  
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3. Outcome via human capital approach. The model used a human capital approach 

measuring net societal benefit from employment productivity in adulthood. Measuring 

societal benefit using a human capital approach was used to ensure that the model’s 

future use can be directly compared with the baseline findings from previous studies such 

as Mohr et al. (2000) and so that future analyses can be easily understood by policy-

makers. Treatment outcomes, defined as employment productivity over the lifespan were 

separated into three categories (low, normal, and high outcomes), and calculated 

separately for children with mild to severe HL and severe-to-profound HL. 

Data Sources 

 After building the decision tree analytic model, values were collected for each leaf and 

branch on the decision tree. Cost and probability data were derived from published literature and 

data collected from a hospital screening program and CDaCI study data.  

4. Short-term costs: Costs for screening equipment, diagnostic equipment, staff overhead, 

and tracking and reporting were from Virginia Commonwealth University’s (VCU) 

hospital-based screening program. Data from Virginia were included in this model 

because its screening and LTF rates mirror national means. The estimated values based 

on VCU data were derived in the author’s qualifying thesis (Evans, 2016). Short-term 

audiological management costs (e.g. device fitting, otolaryngology services, and medical 

follow-up) were estimated based on published literature from Keren et al. (2002), 

Harrison et al. (2014), and demographic information from the CDaCI study (Semenov, 

Martinez-Monedero, & Niparko, 2012; Semenov et al., 2013).  
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Figure 5. One-tier decision tree analytic model. This figure shows all outcomes and probabilities 
associated with one-tier hearing screening protocols from screening through the lifespan. The 
tree stratifies probabilities and outcomes based on degree of HL, with white boxes showing 
outcomes with normal hearing, grey boxes displaying the process for mild to moderate HL, and 
navy boxes depicting the process for severe to profound HL. Long-term treatment outcomes are 
categorized into three possibilities (high, normal, and low).  
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Figure 6. Two-tier decision tree analytic model. This figure shows all outcomes and probabilities 
associated with two-tier hearing screening protocols from screening through the lifespan. The 
tree stratifies probabilities and outcomes based on degree of HL, with white boxes showing 
outcomes with normal hearing, grey boxes displaying the process for mild to moderate HL, and 
navy boxes depicting the process for severe to profound HL. Long-term treatment outcomes are 
categorized into three possibilities (high, normal, and low).  
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 We based all cost calculations on VCU’s yearly screening capacity of 2,400 infants with 

a standard 20% waste correction (Gold, 1996).  Please see Appendix A for short-term 

cost computations.  

1. Short-term probabilities: Follow-up data including percentage of infants screened, 

referred, lost to follow-up and diagnosed with HL were obtained from the published CDC 

2013 national EHDI statistics (CDC, 2013). The model assumed the same LTF rate at 

each point in the 1-3-6 process. Likelihood of HL, degree of HL, and equipment accuracy 

were estimated from published data sources listed in Appendix D. 

2. Long-term costs: Long-term intervention and educational costs for individuals with HL 

were based on published costs of special education, audiological, and therapeutic services 

in Semenov et al. (2013), and data obtained from the CDaCI database. The use of CDaCI 

data is approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Texas at Dallas 

(Protocols 01-17 and 07-17). The amount of intervention, audiological, and educational 

services needed for individuals with severe-to-profound HL were derived from Semenov 

et al. (2013) and parent report from the CDaCI data set. Long-term costs for children with 

mild to severe HL were based on Harrison et al. (2016) and Walker et al. (2014). A 

standard 3% discounting rate was used on future costs. Please see Appendix B for a 

complete breakdown of long-term cost computations. 

3. Long-term probabilities: Data from the CDaCI study provided total language scores on 

the Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language (Carrow-Wolfolk, 1999) at 10 years 

+/- 6 months chronologic age to estimate the likelihood that intervention affects 

acquisition of language outcomes within the normal range (± 1.5 SD) for children with 
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severe to profound HL wearing cochlear implants. Additionally, published outcomes 

from Tomblin et al. (2015) were used to estimate probabilities of delayed and normal 

language for children with mild to severe HL wearing hearing aids. 

4. Long-term benefit: Societal benefit was measured as employment productivity in 

adulthood over 40 years of working using a 3% standard discounting rate. Average 

lifetime wages, and range of income for adults with HL was estimated using the public 

use data set from the 2014 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) Hearing Loss 

Supplement. This data set is a portion of the responses from the NHIS 2014 survey, a 

cross-sectional household interview questionnaire that aims to characterize disability in 

the United States. Sampling strategies for the NHIS mirror those used during the U.S. 

Census. From this survey data three categories for employment were created (low, 

normal, and high outcomes). Low outcomes assumed unemployment over the lifespan; 

normal outcomes assumed wages equivalent to the mean of the three lowest paying jobs 

outlined in the NHIS survey; and high outcomes assumed the average white collar wages 

outlined in the NHIS survey. The model did not include an outcome that accounted for 

the upper range of employment outcomes in the NHIS survey for two primary reasons. 

First, respondents to the 2014 NHIS survey included individuals with acquired HL and 

congenital HL, and did not provide information about the newborn hearing screening 

history of the respondents. Second, no data exist to predict the relationship between 

language outcomes of children with HL and employment potential. For these reasons, the 

model conservatively capped employment outcomes at the lowest white-collar wages.  
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 As a base estimate of probability for each level of employment outcomes, the 

model used the distribution of language outcomes in the CDaCI database and Tomblin 

(2015) study as probabilities for low, normal, and high employment outcomes. The base 

probabilities assumed all children with language scores greater than or equal to 1.5 SD 

below the mean achieved low employment outcomes (i.e., unemployment). Children who 

obtained language scores within 1.5 SD of the mean were assumed to obtain normal 

employment outcomes (i.e., mean of three lowest paying jobs). High employment 

outcomes (i.e., white collar wages) were assumed for children who achieved language 

outcomes greater than or equal to 1.5 SD above the mean. See Appendix C for a 

breakdown of hearing loss cost and benefit components by degree of hearing loss.  

 

Formulas  

After collecting all values necessary for the model (see Appendix D for complete list), we 

created cost-benefit formulas for each hearing screening protocol (one-tier, two-tier with 

inpatient rescreening, two-tier with outpatient rescreening). The cost formulas included the fixed 

costs and variable costs associated with each outcome of the decision tree, and the probabilities 

of each outcome occurring. Appendix E displays the complete formulas derived for all three 

hearing screening protocols. 

1. Short-term formula: Short-term costs are valuable to quantify because they represent the 

costs incurred largely in part by the healthcare system. The outcome of the short- term 

portion of the model was total expected cost per infant screened regardless of hearing 

status up to diagnosis of HL (for those infants with HL). To determine the total short-
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term cost, the cost of each component of the model was multiplied (e.g. initial screening 

cost) by the probability of it occurring (e.g. probability of passing a UNHS). Next, each 

component was summed to obtain the total cost per infant screened. For example, total 

short-term cost per infant screened using a one-tier protocol was computed as follows:  

Short-term cost per infant screened = (hearing screening cost)*(probability screened) + 

(diagnostic hearing assessment cost)*(probability screened)*(probability failed 

screening)*(probability followed up) 

2. Long-term formula: The value of quantifying long-term costs and benefits lies in the 

ability to estimate the societal impact of an intervention. The outcome of the long-term 

formula was defined as benefit per infant screened over the lifetime of an individual. 

Employment productivity is one way to quantify long-term benefits (e.g., human capital 

approach). The model used a human capital approach and measured societal benefit as 

the amount of wages an individual with HL can achieve over the lifetime. Total costs 

were subtracted from the total benefit to get to establish net benefit per infant screened 

(the outcome of the formula). The long-term net benefit was derived as follows:  

Net benefit per infant screened = (total expected lifetime benefit) – (total expected 

lifetime cost) 

 Analyses 

LCCA was used to address all research aims. Based on the formula derived from the 

decision tree analytic model, data analyses via LCCA accomplished the following: (1) estimated 

total cost of each input value; (2) estimated expected short-term and long-term societal costs by 

computing the total expected cost; (3) estimated expected short-term and long-term societal 
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benefit by computing the total expected benefit gained from employment productivity; (4) 

subtracted the total expected lifetime costs from total expected benefit to compute expected net 

lifetime societal benefit; (5) used sensitivity analyses to determine effects of change in input on 

short- and long-term total expected cost-benefit estimates; and (6) estimated a conditions in 

which there is balance between infants identified with HL and societal benefit to prioritize 

sources for quality improvement.  

The first three steps were used to answer the first research question. Step 4 answered the 

second research question. In step five and six, LTF, equipment accuracy, and language outcomes 

were varied by selecting five values within the rage of plausible values (from low to high). This 

provided an answer to research questions three and four.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

 
Step 1. Estimated total costs of each component 

 The newly computed component costs for these analyses consisted of values for the long-

term portion of the LCCA. Estimated short-term cost components calculations were completed in 

the author’s qualifying thesis (see Appendix A for a complete breakdown of all short-term cost 

inputs included in this study). Using the data sources outlined in Appendix D, estimates of 

outcomes of children with HL and lifetime educational, audiological and therapeutic costs were 

computed based on degree of HL and outcome of intervention (low, normal, and high outcomes). 

Total lifetime cost and benefit was calculated separately for children with HL who achieved 

normal language (defined as ± 1.5 SD from the normative mean by age 10), and high outcomes 

(defined as 1.5 SD above the normative mean by age 10). Annual wages for children with 

outcomes within the normative range were estimated as a mean of the bottom three lowest 

paying jobs in the 2014 NHIS supplement data set, and annual wages for children with high 

outcomes were estimated as a mean of the bottom two white-collar wages listed in the survey 

supplement. No additional lifetime benefit via employment outcomes was estimated for children 

with low outcomes (defined as >1.5 SD below the normative mean by late elementary school). 

The model conservatively estimated no lifetime earnings for the children with the lowest 

language outcomes. Lifetime benefit included total wages earned annually for 40 working years 

with a 3% discounting rate (Gold, 1996).  

Lifetime cost of HL ranged from $205,680 for children with mild to severe HL with 

excellent language skills to $1,586,880 for children with severe-to-profound HL with low 
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language outcomes. In general, lower lifetime costs occurred with less severe HL and better 

language performance. The difference in lifetime cost likely reflects higher costs associated with 

hearing technology and educational support. Lifetime benefit yielded the same values regardless 

of degree of HL, with higher benefit associated with better language outcomes. Table 3 

summarizes the new long-term costs component computed for this analysis. 

Table 3. Long-term cost and benefit estimates 
  Component Lifetime cost a Lifetime benefit b 

Severe-to-profound HL 
   Low outcomes $1,586,880.00 $0.00 
   Normal outcomes $530,880.00 $1,670,000.00 
   High outcomes $458,880.00 $3,226,456.00 

Mild to severe HL 
   Low outcomes  $979,680.00 $0.00 
   Normal outcomes $223,680.00 $1,670,000.00 
   High outcomes $205,680.00 $3,226,456.00 

Note: a Sum of lifetime audiological, therapeutic, and educational services; b Employment 
productivity over the lifespan of 40 years of working. 

 

Step 2-4. Estimated expected short-term and long-term societal costs and benefit per infant 

screened and calculated net benefit. 

Expected net benefit using base input estimates. First, a base model using the best 

available mean value for each model input was used to establish net benefit per infant screened 

for each hearing screening protocol (one-tier, two-tier inpatient, and two-tier outpatient). Short-

term costs include all component costs associated with screening through the diagnosis of HL. 

Long-term costs included all component costs from screening through the lifespan. In the base 

model, short-term costs remained the same as those in the author’s qualifying thesis. One-tier 
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hearing screening programs appeared costlier in the short-term ($26.56) compared to two-tier 

protocols using inpatient rescreening ($26.39) and outpatient rescreening ($25.76). 

 In the long-term, net expected benefit per infant screened exceeded the costs for all three 

hearing screening protocols, supporting the efficacy of newborn hearing screening versus no 

screening at all. However, the two-tier hearing screening protocols no longer emerged as the 

most beneficial. Table 4 includes long-term costs and benefits per infant screened for each 

protocol. Long-term costs were lowest for the one-tier hearing screening protocol ($2,965), 

followed by two-tier outpatient ($3,772.01) and two-tier inpatient ($3,986.07). The long-term 

cost of the two-tier outpatient screening was lower than two-tier inpatient due to fewer infants 

enrolling in intervention. Two-tier outpatient screening has an additional LTF point between the 

hearing screenings. The long-term benefit was highest for the two-tier inpatient hearing 

screening because more infants with mild to severe HL are detected via the two-tier screening 

compared to a one-tier.  

Table 4. Long-term cost and benefit per infant screened estimated in base model 

Protocol Long-term cost Long-term benefit Net benefit 

One-tier screening $2,965.71 $4,337.12 $1,371.41 

Two-tier inpatient $3,986.07 $4,705.95 $719.89 

Two-tier outpatient $3,772.01 $4,078.32 $306.31 
Note. Base model assumes 36% loss to follow-up and all input values at average. Long-term 
costs are from screening through the lifespan. Net benefit is the difference between the long-term 
benefits and the costs 

 

The likelihood of normal language outcomes is higher for children with mild to severe 

HL compared to severe-to-profound HL, and thus there is a large increase in benefit when 

equipment is sensitive to lower degrees of HL. Even though the long-term benefit of the two-tier 
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inpatient protocol was highest, the one-tier hearing screening protocol yielded the highest net 

benefit per infant screened ($1,371.41), followed by two-tier inpatient hearing screening 

($719.89) and two-tier outpatient screening ($306.31). The combination of lower long-term costs 

and mid-level benefit made the one-tier screening the protocol with the highest net benefit per 

infant screened in the base model scenario.  

Costs and benefits by degree of HL. The net benefit outcome in the base model 

included all costs and benefits per infant screened regardless of degree of HL. The total long-

term costs and benefits for each degree of HL (severe-to-profound HL and mild to severe HL) 

were summed separately before inclusion in the overall base model. Because the decision tree 

analytic model stratified input based on degree of HL, the independent contribution of degree of 

HL on the overall net benefit could be considered.  

Table 5 displays the portion of the lifetime costs and benefits associated with each degree 

of HL in the base model. In all cases, the costs of severe-to-profound HL were higher than the 

costs associated with less severe degrees of HL.  

Table 5. Long-term cost and benefit per infant screened by degree of hearing loss 
Protocol Degree of HL Long-term cost Long-term benefit Net benefit 
One-tier Mild to severe $1,071.85 $2,756.52 $1,684.68 

 Severe-to-profound $1,867.31 $1,580.60 -$286.71 

 
Two-tier 
inpatient 

Mild to severe $575.69 $2,973.05 $2,397.36 

 Severe-to-profound $1,063.96 $1,732.91 $668.95 

 
Two-tier 

outpatient 
Mild to severe $845.99 $2,590.86 $1,744.87 

  Severe-to-profound $1,415.44 $1,487.47 $72.02 
Note. Base model assumes 36% loss to follow-up (LTF) and all input values at average. Long-
term costs are from screening through the lifespan. Net benefit is the difference between the 
long-term benefits and the costs. 
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Additionally, long-term benefit in the mild to severe category exceeded the severe-to-profound 

category in each protocol type. Calculations suggest greatest long-term net benefit ($2,397.36) 

for children with mild to severe HL screened with a two-tier inpatient protocol. The least amount 

of long-term net benefit corresponds to children severe-to-profound HL in a one-tier protocol, in 

which the total lifetime costs exceed the lifetime benefit by $286.71. 

Step 5. Sensitivity analysis to determine effects of change in input values  

 The model included numerous estimates and aggregate variables. Some of the variables 

(e.g., likelihood of delayed language if false positive on a hearing screening, and likelihood 

normal language if LTF, likelihood of employment) did not have an available or consistent 

estimate in the literature. Additionally, input values in this model are likely best represented as a 

range of values rather than a single discrete value. For example, CDaCI data only represent the 

children with the most severe HL who receive a cochlear implant, and not necessarily the entire 

range of plausible outcomes for children with severe-to-profound HL. Additionally, discrete 

input values are susceptible to measurement error and may affect the accuracy of model 

calculations. For these reasons, sensitivity analyses were necessary. The data sources in 

Appendix D were used to derive a range of five plausible values for LTF, screening equipment 

accuracy, and language outcomes. These three inputs were selected after preliminary analyses 

revealed small changes in these values led to large changes in model outputs. To complete 

sensitivity analyses, input values were systematically varied from low to high using the five 

plausible values to examine how each change in the input value changed the expected net benefit 

per infant screened. For example, probability LTF was changed to 0%, then 20%, followed by 

40%, 60%, and 80%. The next section describes the results each sensitivity analysis. 
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 Changes in LTF rates. This analysis modeled a scenario in which LTF at every point in 

the 1-3-6 process was systematically increased in intervals of 20% from 0% to 80%. During this 

scenario, all other input variables remained at base model assumptions. Each systematic increase 

in LTF decreased the long-term expected net benefit per infant screened for all three screening 

protocols. This was largely because each increase in LTF decreased the number of infants with 

HL who accessed the benefits of early intervention. In this model, higher LTF corresponds to 

lower language outcomes, which translates to lower employment productivity over the lifespan. 

Two-tier protocols with inpatient rescreening had the lowest net benefit at the highest estimates 

of LTF. The breakeven point where the costs equal benefits (i.e., net benefit of $0) for both two-

tier models occurred near 40% LTF. The breakeven point for one-tier hearing occurred around 

80% LTF. Figure 8 displays the effects of changes on LTF rates on net benefit per infant 

screened across the range of input values for all three hearing screening protocols.  

Changes in intervention outcomes for children with severe-to-profound HL. The first three 

steps of the LCCA revealed a large portion of the long-term costs of EHDI are attributed to costs 

associated with severe-to-profound HL. In this sensitivity analysis, the assumed distribution of 

language outcomes of children with severe-to-profound HL (low, normal, and high) was varied. 

This analysis modeled a scenario in which the intervention outcomes of children with severe-to-

profound HL were systematically improved. The likelihood of normal language outcomes for 

children with severe-to-profound HL who enroll in early intervention by 6 months of age was 

increased 5 times from 0 (no chance of normal language) to 0.8 (80% chance of normal language 

with early intervention) in increments of 20%. 
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Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis: Relationship between changes in percentage of infants lost to 
follow-up and net benefit per infant screened. This figure depicts changes in long-term net 
benefit as a function of changes in loss to follow-up for each hearing screening protocol. The 
dashed line represents one-tier hearing screening. The dotted line represents two-tier hearing 
screening with inpatient rescreening, and the solid line represents two-tier screening with 
outpatient rescreening. Percent lost to follow-up ranging from 0-80% indicated large changes in 
expected net benefit for all three hearing screening protocols. The dashed line represents the 
breakeven point at which lifetime costs equal lifetime benefits. 
 
  

Each increase in likelihood of normal language was manipulated as a shift in the 

distribution of low and normal outcomes. Thus, each systematic increase in normal outcomes 

decreased the likelihood of low intervention outcomes. The likelihood of high (above average) 

language outcomes was held constant at the base model estimate of .20 in this scenario. The 

model assumes no added societal benefit via employment productivity for children with below 
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average language. All other model assumptions remained at base model estimates during this 

analysis.  

Each increase in likelihood of normal language outcomes directly increased long-term net 

benefits for all three hearing screening protocols because each change increased the likelihood of 

employment in the long-term for children with severe-to-profound HL. A higher proportion of 

children with language outcomes within the normative range correspond with increased 

employment productivity, which improves societal benefit of the intervention. Changes in 

intervention outcomes did not change which protocol was most cost beneficial compared to base 

model conclusions. In this scenario, a one-tier hearing screening protocol yielded the highest net 

benefit regardless of intervention outcomes. This is partly because of accuracy metrics. In a one-

tier hearing screening, there are fewer chances for a false negative simply because of the absence 

of a second screening. The costs of unmanaged severe-to-profound HL are high, so even a very 

small difference in false negative risk is enough to make a one-tier hearing screening less costly. 

Figure 8 depicts the effects of changes in the likelihood of normal language outcomes for 

children with severe-to-profound HL on long-term net benefit.  

Changes in equipment accuracy for detecting severe-to-profound HL. This 

sensitivity analysis examined the impact of changes in the likelihood a child with severe-to-

profound HL fails a newborn hearing screening. In this scenario, the accuracy of A-ABR 

equipment in detecting severe-to-profound HL was manipulated from 0.5 to 1.0. All other model 

input values remained at base estimates. Each increase in equipment accuracy increased long-

term net benefits for one-tier hearing screening protocols because increased equipment accuracy 

increased the likelihood a child with HL made it through the 1-3-6 process without delays. 
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Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis: Relationship between improvements in language outcomes for 
children with severe-to-profound HL and long-term net benefit per infant screened. This figure 
depicts changes in long-term net benefit as a function of changes in the likelihood a child with 
severe-to-profound HL achieves age appropriate language outcomes after enrolling in early 
intervention by age 6 months The dashed line represents one-tier hearing screening. The dotted 
line represents two-tier hearing screening with inpatient rescreening, and the solid line represents 
two-tier screening with outpatient rescreening. Likelihood of normal language ranged from 0-
.0.8. Each increase in likelihood of normal language outcomes directly increased long-term net 
benefits for all three hearing screening protocols because each change increased the likelihood of 
employment in the long-term for children with severe-to-profound HL. 
 

 In contrast, increases in equipment accuracy decreased long-term net benefits for two-

tier hearing screening protocols. This seemingly contradictory outcome occurs primarily because 

when one screening is highly accurate, a second screening only adds costs. In the case of an 

inpatient rescreening, the second screening adds cost via increased overhead for screening and an 

additional chance for an infant with severe-to-profound HL to pass a hearing screening. In the 

case of outpatient rescreening, the second screening adds costs for the same reasons while also 

creating additional costs due to the extra point of LTF between the first and second screening. 
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Figure 9 depicts the relationship between changes in screening equipment accuracy in detecting 

severe-to-profound HL and long-term net benefit per infant screened.  

 

Figure 9. Relationship between screening accuracy and net benefit per infant screened. This 
figure depicts changes in long-term net benefit as a function of changes in the likelihood a child 
with severe-to-profound HL fails a newborn hearing screening. The dashed line represents one-
tier hearing screening. The dotted line represents two-tier hearing screening with inpatient 
rescreening, and the solid line represents two-tier screening with outpatient rescreening. 
Likelihood of failing a newborn hearing screening ranged from 0.5-1.0. Each increase in 
equipment accuracy increased long-term net benefits for one-tier hearing screening protocols, but 
decreased long-term net benefits for two-tier hearing screening protocols.  
 
Step 6. Conditions in which there is balance between infants identified with HL and societal 

benefit to prioritized sources for quality improvement.  

 Each of the variables in the sensitivity analysis (LTF, language outcomes, and equipment 

equipment) emerged as key drivers of the costs and benefits of EHDI. In every scenario, 
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However, none of these variables independently determined the balance between the costs and 

benefits of EHDI. In each of the sensitivity analyses, the changes in the key input value affected 

the output of the model via a relationship with other key variables. For example, increasing LTF 

decreased the net benefit because when a child is lost to follow-up they miss out on the benefits 

of early intervention. Thus, the influence of LTF rates on long-term benefit depends on 

intervention outcomes. As the language outcomes after early intervention increase, so do the 

impacts of LTF on overall net benefit. Equipment accuracy also interacted with LTF and 

intervention outcomes. In cases where equipment accuracy is high, LTF lessens net benefit 

because there is a higher probability that a child lost to follow-up has HL. Additionally, high 

equipment accuracy helps increase net benefit by ensuring children with HL are identified early 

when intervention is effective.  

The conditions in which benefits of EHDI outweigh the costs likely encompass a range of 

relationships between LTF, language outcomes, and equipment accuracy. Improving LTF, 

intervention outcomes are all priorities for quality improvement, but a balance between costs and 

benefits of EHDI depends on the relationship among LTF, language outcomes, and equipment 

accuracy. Figure 10 depicts schematics of the interdependent relationship among these variables. 
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Figure 10. Relationship between LTF, language outcomes, and equipment accuracy. This figure 
displays schematics of the interdependent relationship between LTF, intervention outcomes and 
equipment accuracy. While all three variables are sources for quality improvement, a balance 
between costs and benefits of EHDI depends on the relationship among LTF, language 
outcomes, and equipment accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

 
 This study developed a new model for examining the costs and benefits of a 

communication disorder over the lifespan. An analysis of the costs and benefits of EHDI 

demonstrated the model’s utility. The lifetime expected benefit from EHDI exceeded lifetime 

expected cost for all hearing screening protocols with input values held at average estimates. 

However, a one-tier hearing screening protocol yielded the largest net societal benefit in the 

scenario with average input values. While changes in LTF, language outcomes, and equipment 

accuracy each changed the long-term net benefit of EHDI, no single variable independently 

affected the balance between costs and societal benefit. Sensitivity analyses revealed that the 

costs and the benefits of EHDI are driven by the interdependent relationship between equipment 

accuracy, intervention outcomes, and LTF. High LTF rates are problematic in scenarios where 

intervention outcomes are favorable, and diagnostic and screening tools are highly accurate in 

detecting HL. However, if intervention outcomes are poor, accurately diagnosing HL and 

ensuring no infants are LTF does not substantially improve net lifetime societal benefit. 

Maximizing societal benefit requires a balance between treatment outcomes that yield 

employment productivity, highly accurate equipment, and low LTF. 

Comparing findings across multiple cost analyses is difficult because the interpretation of 

these analyses connects strongly to the parameters, assumptions, and perspective of the model 

(e.g., societal, individual, third-party payer). Additionally, economic analyses rarely employ the 

exact same techniques under the exact same parameters and assumptions. In fact, the systematic 

review from Colgan et al. (2012) was unable to find two existing EHDI costs analyses that could 
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be compared directly. While overall conclusions of this study cannot be directly compared to 

another published study, there are several findings in which published comparisons exist from 

Colgan et al., (2012), Keren et al., (2001), and Kezirian et al., (2001), Kemper & Downs (2000). 

Other cost studies of EHDI exist (e.g. Vohr et al. 2001), but not enough similarities exist for 

direct comparison. The large contribution of language outcomes in our analyses aligns with 

several previously published cost analyses (Kemper & Downs, 2000; Keren et al., 2002; Kezirian 

et al., 2001), who found the long-term benefit of EHDI is largely related to probability of normal 

language outcomes. Additionally, the contribution of LTF on lifetime expected costs and benefits 

of EHDI mirrors published conclusions from Colgan et al. (2012) and Keren et al. (2002). Both 

of these studies also reported that increases in loss to follow-up would impact conclusions of 

EHDI cost analyses, and that more evidence is needed to understand the impact of LTF on EHDI 

benefit in the long-term. The large contribution of equipment accuracy on costs and benefits of 

EHDI mirrors conclusions in Kemper & Downs (2000), Keren et al. (2002), and Kezirian et al. 

(2000). These three studies also noted gaps in the literature regarding equipment accuracy 

particularly the uncertainty in false negative rates.  

Although the sensitivity analysis converged with results to studies of the effects of 

treatment options and loss to follow-up on outcomes in children with HL, they diverged from 

published literature on the cost of more severe hearing loss over the course of the an individual’s 

life. The lifetime societal cost of severe-to-profound HL for children with low outcomes in this 

study exceeds that published by Mohr et al. (2000) by $566,880.00. The primary difference 

between the two models centers on the values of audiological care imputed in each study. Both 

studies incorporated input values for education and intervention, but the present study included 
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cochlear implants as a hearing technology for children with severe-to-profound HL, an option 

not explored in Mohr et al. (2000). The lifetime societal costs of severe-to-profound HL for 

children with low outcomes in this study also higher than estimated in Keren et al. (2002) by 

$460,580.00. Keren and colleagues (2002) do not mention cochlear implants, so the lower 

estimate likely reflects the exclusion of audiological costs associated with cochlear implantation. 

Estimates of societal costs of mild to severe hearing loss in this study could not be compared 

directly with any existing EHDI cost literature because no other studies included a comparable 

parameter of mild to severe hearing loss.  

This work broadens the scope of previous studies not only by incorporating cochlear 

implantation as an auditory technology for children with severe-to-profound HL, but also by 

using scientific data on outcomes of children with HL to predict long-term potential benefit as 

opposed to expert opinion (i.e., Keren et al., 2002.), or best case scenarios (e.g., Kemper & 

Downs, 2000). The use of a decision tree analytic model that categories costs based on degree of 

HL expands on past decision trees, which considered either global costs of all degrees of HL or 

only the cost of one particular degree of HL or hearing screening protocol (i.e. Keren et al., 

2002; Kemper & Downs, 2000). While a human capital approach has been used in the past (e.g. 

Mohr et al., 2000), this work expanded the metric by including employment productivity gained 

as a societal benefit and expressing net benefit in monetary terms. Finally, this work expanded 

previous sensitivity analyses beyond identifying variables that influence the output of the model 

(e.g., Keren et al., 2002) by using sensitivity analyses to explain the interdependent relationship 

between components of model used. 
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 Implications for administrators, clinicians, policy-makers, and third party payers 

The outcomes of this study have implications for hospital administrators, clinicians, 

third-party payers, and policy-makers. Improving follow-up rates and access to timely and 

effective intervention represent direct ways to improve the system of care for children with HL 

and increase the benefit of EHDI for greater society. There were no situations in which an 

outpatient rescreening protocol yielded higher net benefit than one-tier or two-tier with inpatient 

rescreening models. Each additional appointment in the screening and diagnostic process 

increases the likelihood an infant can be lost to follow-up. Holte et al. (2014) report repeat 

rescreenings as the number one reason for delays in intervention for children with mild to severe 

HL. Hospital administrators can improve LTF rates by implementing screening and diagnostic 

protocols that minimize repeat appointments.  

Improving LTF increases the net benefit of EHDI over the lifespan, but this is only true if 

children with HL reap the benefits of early and effective intervention. Newly published evidence 

from Yoshinaga-Itano et al. (2017) indicates the best language outcomes are possible when 

children with HL meet or exceed all three of the 1-3-6 benchmarks. Beyond hearing screening 

protocols, audiologists can help reduce LTF by completing diagnostic testing during the first 

available appointment and connecting families of infants with HL with therapy providers at the 

time of diagnosis to help ensure they enroll in early intervention by 6 months of age. Over 95% 

of infants who are born with HL have parents with normal hearing (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004). 

Parents of children with HL have to quickly process information about their child’s hearing 

diagnosis and determine how they want to communicate with their child (e.g., American Sign 

Language, spoken language). The sooner family of a child with HL is linked with a service 
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provider, the sooner they can discuss communication options and begin intervention using the 

language modality that works best for the family.  

Speech-language pathologists and educators for the deaf can assist by ensuring parents of 

children with HL receive unbiased information about communication options so that families can 

quickly determine which intervention approach best supports the outcomes they want for their 

child. This is especially important for families of children with severe-to-profound HL who may 

want to consider cochlear implantation and spoken language outcomes for their child. While no 

single communication approach necessarily yields more favorable communication outcomes, 

communication approach may have an impact on long-term spoken language outcomes. Newly 

published work indicates that long-term sign exposure (i.e., at least two years post-implant) may 

not support the most favorable spoken language outcomes for pediatric cochlear implant users 

who have parents with typical hearing (Geers et al., 2017). For families who choose a sign-

language-based therapeutic approach, linkage to mentors and peer models in the Deaf 

community may be necessary to ensure parents have the resources to acquire enough sign-

language proficiency to provide a language-rich environment for their child to learn to 

communicate. Connecting parents to the evidence-based intervention that aligns with their goals 

for their child will help ensure optimization of outcomes of children with HL, thereby increasing 

benefits for the individual child as well as overall society.  

Speech-language pathologists and educators for the deaf can also improve EHDI 

outcomes by ensuring children with HL are not dismissed from services prior to reaching their 

communication potential. Newly published work from Meinzen-Derr et al. (2017) demonstrates 

that up to 40% of children with HL have language outcomes that are disproportionately lower 
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than their cognitive capabilities. The authors conclude that aiming for language scores within the 

normative average range may limit the potential outcomes of EHDI. Speech-language 

pathologists and educators for the deaf can help increase EHDI benefit by ensuring children with 

HL receive the therapy and academic support necessary to reach language outcomes on par with 

their cognitive abilities. This may mean providing continued therapeutic intervention beyond a 

predetermined score on a standardized language assessment.  

Given the importance of early and effective intervention for children with HL, policy-

makers and third party payers can impact the benefits of EHDI by implementing policy changes 

that increase timely access to care. For example, auditory technologies such as hearing aids are 

not always covered by insurance (Limb, McManus, Fox, White, & Forsman, 2010). Families of 

young children with HL may not be able to afford the out-of-pocket costs of hearing aids and the 

necessary programming from a qualified pediatric audiologist. This barrier to access undermines 

EHDI efforts by decreasing the likelihood a child with HL has access to spoken language at a 

time crucial to their development, with subsequent additive effects on the long-term societal 

costs.  

The results of this study confirm that improving outcomes of early intervention for 

children with HL increases net benefit per infant screened. Policy-makers can assist by drafting 

legislation that ensures such crucial technology and programming and intervention is covered by 

insurance so that families can seamlessly move through the 1-3-6 process. Third-party payers can 

assist by amending policies to include coverage for such vital technology, and helping families 

connect with speech-language services as soon as possible by reducing approval processing 

times between evaluation and treatment. 
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Strengths 

This study is the first to use LCCA to estimate lifetime costs and benefits of EHDI. 

Strength of this study is the use of decision tree analytic modeling to ensure all possible 

treatment choices and outcomes were included from screening through employment over the life 

cycle. The long-term scope of this analysis addresses limitations of previous studies that only 

examined cost or benefits over the short-term. The inclusion of LTF in the decision tree analytic 

model also strengthens this study by modeling a more realistic scenario of the EHDI process 

compared to previous published analyses. Additionally, this study is the first to incorporate 

contemporary outcomes of children with severe-to-profound HL who use cochlear implants in 

cost analyses of EHDI. Previous cost studies including outcomes of children with cochlear 

implants (Semenov et al., 2012; Semenov et al., 2013) examined costs and benefits of cochlear 

implantation compared to other interventions, but did not incorporate these costs and benefits in 

the context of EHDI. The use of primary source data from the CDaCI study enhanced the 

accuracy of the range of treatment outcomes used as input values compared to previously 

published studies that relied on expert opinion and excluded cochlear implants as a treatment 

option (e.g., Mohr et al., 2000).  

The measurement of societal benefit in monetary terms via human capital is an additional 

strong point of the present study. While a benefit via metrics such as a QALY can provide 

information about the costs of a health intervention compared to benefits due to changes in 

health state, a QALY can be difficult to interpret for someone unfamiliar with cost metrics. 

Monetary outcomes are easily interpretable and thus provide a useful tool for policy-makers, 
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third-party payers, and heath administrators to understand the components of the EHDI system 

that are high priority for quality improvement.  

Finally, the use of sensitivity analyses bolsters this study as it allowed for a complete 

understanding of the dynamic, interdependent relationship between equipment accuracy, LTF, 

and intervention outcomes that would have been undetected had the analyses used only static 

input values.  

Limitations 

The findings of this study should be interpreted in the context of the assumptions and 

input values used. While the LCCA accounts for costs and benefits over the lifespan, it does not 

account for every cost or benefit that could be incurred. For example, the model did not estimate 

indirect costs incurred due to parents of children with HL missing days of work for diagnostic or 

intervention appointments. Additionally, many input values in the model were estimated based 

on the limited literature and the data collected from CDaCI. Few studies have examined the long-

term outcomes or intervention costs for infants with HL. The model assumed that LTF 

probability is equal at each point of the 1-3-6 process, and that all infants who did not receive a 

diagnosis of HL by 6 months of age would have higher intervention and lost-productivity costs. 

It is possible, despite the use of sensitivity analyses, that greater variability in intervention costs 

and outcomes exists than was estimated by our model.  

The use of a human capital approach to estimate societal benefit may also limit the 

benefit estimate in this LCCA. Employment productivity over the lifespan was used to afford a 

way to compare costs and benefits directly using the same unit of measurement (i.e., monetary). 

However, lifetime earnings are only one dimension of benefit of an intervention. Even if an 
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individual with HL does not obtain employment, it does not mean that there was not societal 

benefit gained via intervention. Improvements in quality of life and reductions in caregiver 

burden are additional benefits unaccounted for in this analysis. The benefit component of our 

LCCA likely underestimated the magnitude and scope of benefit gained from EHDI. The use of a 

human capital approach may also limit the generalizability of the formula used in this study to 

analyses of other communication disorders, particularly disorders in which independent 

employment may not be a high possibility (e.g. low-functioning autism). Using a human capital 

approach in cases where employment may not be a realistic outcome may unintentionally make 

interventions for the most severe communication disorders appear less beneficial then 

interventions for less severe communication disorders. Monetary net societal benefit in a cost 

analysis is not the only criteria for justifying whether or not an intervention should be done. 

Additionally, negative net benefit does not mean that an intervention deserves allocation of fewer 

resources. Responsible interpretation of cost analyses considers how resources could be used 

more efficiently versus where to cut costs or limit interventions (Eisenberg, 1989). 

Future directions  

 This LCCA offered a model for future studies of the costs and benefits of interventions 

for individuals with communication disorders, particularly those with HL. The findings of this 

study should be validated with future research that quantifies the link among EHDI, intervention 

outcomes, and employment productivity. An understanding of the range of employment 

outcomes for the contemporary generation of children with HL will enhance the accuracy of 

estimates of societal benefit of EHDI. Given the link between equipment accuracy, employment 

outcomes, and LTF discovered in this study, future models should incorporate mathematical 
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techniques that can quantify cost and benefit as a function of these three variables. Such models 

will provide a way to guide and measure efforts to improve the quality of EHDI services for 

children with HL. Additionally, future work should explore the utility of the decision tree 

analytic model developed in this study for LCCAs of interventions for other communication 

disorders (e.g., specific language impairment). Finally, future studies should explore additional 

components of societal benefit including quality of life to create a more robust estimate of long-

term benefit of communication disorders. 

 Conclusions 

This study revealed decision tree analytic modeling can be used to derive a LCCA to 

measure the costs and benefits of an intervention for individuals with communication disorders. 

Additionally, this study demonstrated LCCA is a viable way to quantify the costs and benefits of 

an intervention over the life cycle, even if there is uncertainty in the input value estimates. For 

EHDI programs, the costs and benefits are a function of the interdependent relationship between 

equipment accuracy, LTF, and intervention outcomes, particularly for children with severe-to-

profound HL. Quality improvement efforts from administrators, clinicians, third-party payers, 

and policy-makers should center on simultaneously improving LTF, equipment accuracy, and 

language outcomes.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

SHORT-TERM COST COMPONENT CALCULATIONS 
 
 

Cost per infant initial automatic auditory brainstem response (A-ABR) based on Virginia 
Commonwealth University (VCU) data  

 
Annual cost  

20% waste 
correction 

Capacity – Number of infants screened 2,400 2,400 

Fixed costs 
  

 Algo 5 - A-ABR screening tool $22,935 over 5 years $4,587 $4,587 

Variable costs 
  

Couplers - disposable single use ear couplers, $9.15 each  $21,960 $26,352 

Printer Label Paper- 2 per infant, .21 per label $1,008 $1209.60 

Fixed materials 
  

Acoustic Cable - $495 each, 2 per year $990 $990 

Cable Assembly, calibration $200, 1x per year $200 $200 

Staff Parent education, testing, charting, re-stocking, reporting $27,040 $27,040 

Total annual costs $55,785 $60,378.60 

Average cost per infant $23.24 $25.16 
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Appendix A continued 

 

 

  

Cost per infant for otoacoustic emissions (OAE)screening based on VCU data 

 Annual 
cost 

20% waste 
correction 

Capacity – Number of infants screened 2,400 2,400 

Fixed costs   

OAE equipment $8,618 (Keren et al., 2002), over 5 years $1,723.60 $1,723.60 

Variable costs   

Probe tips - disposable single use probe tips for $1.08 per baby $2,592 $3,110.40 

Printer Label Paper- 2 per infant, .21 per label $1,008 $1,209.60 

Fixed materials   

Probes - $377 each, 2 per year $754 $904.80 

Cable Assembly, calibration $200, 1x per year $200 $200 

Staff Parent education, testing, charting, re-stocking, reporting  $27,040 $27,040 

Total annual costs $33,318 $34,188.40 

Average cost per infant $13.88 $14.25 
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Appendix A continued 
 
Cost per infant for diagnostic auditory brainstem response test (ABR) based on VCU data 

 Annual 
cost  

20% waste 
correction 

Capacity – Number of infants screened 2,400 2,400 
Fixed costs 

  
 Cost of Biologic Navigator – ABR testing unit and laptop with 
software - $22,935 over 5 years $4,587 $4,587 

Variable costs 
  

Couplers, electrodes $21,960 $26,352 
Printing supplies $1,008 $1,209.60 
Fixed materials 

  
Cables - $495 each $990 $990 
Cable Assembly, calibration $200 $200 
Audiologists – 90 min appointments for $70,000 a year $210,000 $210,000 
Total annual costs $239,203 $243,796 
Average cost per infant $99.67 $101.39 
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APPENDIX B 
 

LONG-TERM COMPONENT CALCULATIONS 
 
 

Long-term cost component estimates and sources  

Cost component Estimate Source 

Audiological   

Cost cochlear implant (device, 
surgical costs, and medical follow-
up) 

$40,000 Semenov et al., 2013; Coelho, 2017 

Lifetime audiological care severe-
to-profound HL (MAPing and 
testing)  

$23,000 Semenov et al., 2013 

Cost bilateral hearing aids  $7,500 Lin & Blazer, 2016 (assumed high-
end technology) 

Lifetime audiological care mild to 
severe HL 

$11,500 50% of Semenov et al., 2013 

Rehabilitation    

Lifetime cost speech therapy 
severe-to-profound HL 

$104,000 Frequency of intervention CDaCI 
data and Yoshinaga-Itano et al., 2017; 
Hourly cost intervention: author’s 
private clinic ($200.00/hour) 

Lifetime cost speech therapy mild 
to severe HL 

$52,000 Frequency of intervention, 
Yoshinaga-Itano et al., 2017; Hourly 
cost intervention, author’s private 
clinic ($200.00/hour) 

Educational    

Self-contained public school 
classroom/year  

$20,300 Semenov et al., 2013 

Partially mainstream public school 
classroom/year 

$8,540 Semenov et al., 2013 

Full mainstream public school 
placement/year 

$7,042 Semenov et al., 2013 

Note. This table displays the estimated base values used to calculate long-term societal costs of 
hearing loss in this study. HL = hearing loss. 
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Appendix B continued 

Long-term benefit component estimates and sources 

Benefit component Estimate Source 

Annual salary normal language outcomes 
 

$22,149.50 
 

NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Average annual salary high language 
outcomes 
 

$42,795.65 
 

NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Annual discounting 
 

3% Gold, 1996 

Number of working years 40  
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APPENDIX C 
 

LIFETIME SOCIETAL COSTS OF HEARING LOSS BY DEGREE 
 
 

Lifetime costs of hearing loss (HL) calculations  

Outcome 

Cost 
education and 
intervention  

Cost 
audiology 

20% Waste 
correction Total cost 

Severe-to-profound HL     
Normal language outcomes $224,000.00 $218,400.00 $88,480.00 $530,880.00 

     
High language outcomes  $164,000.00 $218,400.00 $76,480.00 $458,880.00 

     
Low language outcomes  $1,104,000.00 $218,400.00 $264,480.00 $1,586,880.00 

     
Mild to severe HL 
Normal language outcomes $82,000.00 $104,400.00 $37,280.00 $223,680.00 

High language outcomes $67,000.00 $104,400.00 $34,280.00 $205,680.00 

Low language outcomes  $712,000.00 $104,400.00 $163,280.00 $979,680.00 
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APPENDIX D 
 

LIST OF INPUT VALUES USED IN COST ANALYSES 
 
 

Complete list of all input values used in the cost analyses  

Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Costs    

Cost audiology Ca $101.19 VCU 

Cost screening A-ABR Cs $25.16 VCU 

Cost screening OAE Ces $14.25 VCU 
Lifetime cost mid to 

severe normal outcomes 
Cmn $223,680.00 Sum of lifetime 

audiological, educational, 
medical, and rehabilitation 
costs from Table 4 sources 

Lifetime cost mild to 
severe hearing loss high 

outcomes 

Cml $205,680.00 Sum of lifetime 
audiological, educational, 
medical, and rehabilitation 
costs from Table 4 sources 

Lifetime cost mild to 
severe hearing loss low 

outcomes 

Cms $979,680.00 Sum of lifetime 
audiological, educational, 
medical, and rehabilitation 
costs from Table 4 sources 

Lifetime cost severe-to-
profound HL high 

outcomes 

Cph $458,880.00 Sum of lifetime 
audiological, educational, 
medical, and rehabilitation 
costs from Table 4 sources 

Lifetime cost severe-to-
profound low outcomes 

Cpl $1,586,880.00 Sum of lifetime 
audiological, educational, 
medical, and rehabilitation 
costs from Table 4 sources 

Lifetime cost severe-to-
profound normal 

outcomes 

Cpn $530,880.00 Sum of lifetime 
audiological, educational, 
medical, and rehabilitation 
costs from Table 4 sources 
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Appendix D continued  
 

Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Benefits    

Benefit high outcomes 
mild to severe HL 

Bmh $3,226,456.00 NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Benefit high outcomes 
severe-to-profound HL 

Bph $3,226,456.00 NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Benefit low outcomes 
mild HL 

Bml $0.00 NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Benefit low outcomes 
severe-to-profound HL 

Bpl $0.00 NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Benefit normal 
outcomes mild to severe 

HL 

Bmn $1,670,000.00 NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Benefit normal 
outcomes  

Bpn $1,670,000.00 NHIS supplement, 2015; 
BLS, 2016 

Probabilities    

Probability LTF after 
audiology 

LTFa 0.36 CDC, 2013 

Probability LTF screen 
2  mild to severe HL 

high language outcomes 

pmLTF2h 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 
e.g.,  

Probability severe-to- 
profound HL 

Sp 0.002 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL and high 

language outcomes with 
intervention (never 

LTF) 

Pph 0.20 CDaCI CASL mean data 
age 10 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL false 
negative screening 
normal language 

outcomes 

ppqn 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening, 
e.g., Mohr et al., 2000 
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Appendix D continued  
 

Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability fail 

audiology severe-to-
profound HL 

psfa 0.98 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability fail screen 2 
severe-to-profound HL 

ppf2 0.5 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability fail A-ABR 
screening 

fs 0.03 VCU data, Meir et al. 
2004; Akinpelu et al, 2014; 
Wolff et al., 2010; Johnson 

et al, 2005; Keren et al., 
2002 

Probability fail screen 2 
all degrees of HL 

pq2 0.6 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability fail screen 2 
mild to severe HL 

pmf2 0.96 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability fail screen 2 
normal hearing 

pnhf2 0.0001 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability false 
negative screen 2 

severe-to-profound HL 
low language outcomes 

psq2l 0.8 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 
e.g., Mohr et al., 2000 

Probability false 
negative screen 2 

severe-to-profound HL 
normal language 

outcomes 

psq2n 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 
e.g., Mohr et al., 2000 

Probability false 
negative screen 2 mild 

to severe HL low 
language outcomes 

pmq2l 0.6 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening  
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Appendix D continued  
 

Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability false 

negative screen 2 mild 
to severe HL normal 
language outcomes 

pmq2n 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability LTF after 
screen 1 

LTFs 0.36 CDC, 2013 

Probability false 
negative screen 2 

severe-to-profound HL 
high language outcomes 

psq2h 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability LTF screen 
2 

LTF2 0.36 CDC, 2013 

Probability LTF screen 
2  severe-to-profound 

HL high  language 
outcomes 

psLTFh 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability LTF screen 
2  severe-to-profound 

HL low language 
outcomes 

psLTF2l 0.8 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability LTF screen 
2 low language 

outcomes mild to severe 
HL 

pmlLTF2 0.6 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability LTF screen 
2 normal language 

outcomes mild to severe 
HL 

pmnLTF2 0.2 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability LTF Screen 
2 severe-to-profound 
HL normal language 

outcomes 

psnLTF2 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL false 

negative audiology high 
outcomes 

pmpah 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL fasle 

negative audiology 
normal outcomes 

pmpan 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 
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Appendix D continued  
 

   

Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability mild to 

severe HL fasle 
negative screening low 

outcomes 

pmpsh 0.6 
 

Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL normal 

outcomes despite LTF 
after screening 

pmNLTFs 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe hearing loss HL 

pm 0.003 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability mild to 
severe HL false 

negative audiology high 
language outcomes 

pmhqa 0.3 Estimated based on late 
elementary school outcome 

data from Tomblin et al, 
2015 (OCHL) 

Probability mild to 
severe HL false 

negative audiology low 
language outcomes 

pmlqa 0.6 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL high 

outcomes despite LTF 
after audiology 

pmhLTFa 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL high 

outcomes despite LTF 
after screening 

pmhLTFs 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL low language 

outcomes with 
intervention (never 

LTF) 

pml 0.05 Estimated based on late 
elementary school outcome 

data from Tomblin et al, 
2015 (OCHL) 

Probability mild to 
severe HL low 

outcomes despite LTF 
after audiology 

pmlLTFa 0.6 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 
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Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability mild to 

severe HL low 
outcomes  LTF  

screening 

pmlLTFs 0.6 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL normal 

outcomes despite LTF 
after audiology 

pmnLTFa 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL fail 

audiology 

pmfa 0.98 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability mild to 
severe HL Fail first 

screen 

pmfs 0.7 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability mild to 
severe HL normal 

language outcomes with 
intervention (never 

LTF) 

pmn 0.65 Estimated based on late 
elementary school outcome 

data from Tomblin et al, 
2015 (OCHL) 

Probability mild to 
severe HL not screened 
high language outcomes 

pmhns 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL not screened 

normal language 
outcomes 

pmnns 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL pass 

audiology 

pmqa 0.002 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010;Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability mild to 
severe HL never 

screened low language 
outcomes 

pmnsl 0.6 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability normal 
hearing fail audiology 

pnhfa 0.0002 Akinpelu et al, 2014 

Probability pass screen 
2 severe-to-profound 

HL 

ppq2 0.02 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 
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Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability pass screen 

2 mild to severe HL 
pmq2 0.03 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 

et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability pass screen 
2 normal hearing 

ppnh2 0.99 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability screened b 0.98 CDC, 2013 
Probability severe-to-

profound HL  not 
screened normal 

language outcomes 

ppnsn 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 
(Yoshinaga-Itano, 1998) 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL but low 
language outcomes 
despite LTF after 

audiology 

pplLTFa 0.8 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL but high 

language outcomes 
despite LTF after 

screening 

ppLLTFs 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL but high 

average language 
outcomes despite LTF 

after audiology 

pphLTFa 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL but low 
language outcomes 
despite LTF after 

screening 

pplLTFs 0.8 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL but 
normal language 

outcomes despite LTF 
after audiology 

ppnLTFa 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL Fail first 

screen 

ppfs 0.8 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 
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Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability severe-to-

profound HL false 
negative audiology 
normal language 

outcomes 

pppan 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL false 

negative screening high 
language outcomes 

ppqh 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL false 

negative screening low 
language outcomes 

ppql 0.8 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL false 

negative audiology high 
language outcomes 

pppah 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL normal 
language outcomes 
despite LTF after 

screening 

ppnLTFs 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL not 

screened high language 
outcomes 

ppnsh 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL false 

negative audiology low 
language outcomes 

pppal 0.8 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability mild to 
severe HL false 

negative screening 
normal outcomes 

pmpsn 0.2 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL fail 

audiology 

ppfa 0.98 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 
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Input value Symbol Base estimate Source 
Probability severe-to-
profound HL hearing 

loss pass screen 

ppq 0.002 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL low 

language outcomes 

ppl 0.336898396 CDaCI CASL mean data 
age 10 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL normal 

language outcomes with 
intervention (never 

LTF) 

ppn 0.459893048 CDaCI CASL mean data 
age 10 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL but high 

average language 
outcomes despite LTF 

after audiology 

pphLTFa 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL not 

screened high language 
outcomes 

ppnsh 0.1 Estimated based on data 
from outcomes prior to 

newborn hearing screening 

Probability severe-to-
profound HL pass 

audiology 

pa 0.001 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Probability mild to 
severe HL pass screen 1 

mq 0.003 Akinpelu et al, 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2010; Johnson et al, 
2005; Keren et al., 2002 

Note. HL = hearing loss, OAE = otoacoustic emissions, ABR = auditory brainstem response, 
LTF = loss to follow-up, CDaCI = childhood development after cochlear implantation, CASL = 
Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language. 
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APPENDIX E 
 

LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS FORMULAS  
 
 

One-tier hearing screening formula 

One-tier terms Formula 
Cost components 

Expected short-term costs  
Cost screen (b)(cs)+ 

Cost audiology (b)(fs)(1-LTFs)(ca)+ 
Expected long-term cost severe-
to-profound HL 
Cost fail audiology LTF severe-
to- profound HL high outcomes (sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfa)(pphLTFa)(cph)+ 
Cost fail audiology LTF severe-
to- profound HL low outcomes (sp)(b)(1-LTFs)((LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfa)(pplLTFa)(cpl)+ 
Cost fail audiology LTF severe-
to- profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfa)(ppnLTFa)(cpn)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF severe-
to-profound HL high outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pphLTFs)(cmh)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF severe-
to-profound HL low outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pplLTFs)(cml)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF severe-
to-profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(ppnLTFs)(cmn)+ 
Cost false negative audiology 
severe-to-profound HL high 
outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqa)(pphqa)(cph)+ 
Cost false negative audiology 
severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqa)(pplqa)(cpl)+ 
Cost false negative audiology 
severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqa)(ppnqa)(cpn)+ 
Cost false negative screening 
severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes (sp)(b)(pq)(ppqn)(cspn)+ 
Cost false negative screening 
severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppql)(cspl)+ 
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One-tier terms Formula 
Cost false negative screening 
severe-to-profound HL high 
outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppqh)(csph)+ 
Cost not screened severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsn)(cspn)+ 
Cost not screened severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsh)(csph)+ 
Cost not screened severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes (sp)(1-b)(sp)(psnsL)(cspl)+ 
Cost severe-to-profound HL 
normal outcomes not LTF (sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(psn)(cpn)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes not LTF (sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(ppl)(cpl)+ 
Cost severe-to-profound profound 
HL high outcomes not LTF (sp) (b) (ppfs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(psh)(cph)+ 
Expected long-term cost mild to 
severe HL 
Cost fail audiology LTF mild to 
severe HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmhnLTFa)(cmh)+ 

Cost fail audiology LTF mild to 
severe HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmlLTFa)(cml)+ 

Cost fail audiology LTF mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmnLTFa)(cmn)+ 

Cost fail screen but LTF mild to 
severe HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pphLTFs)(csph)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(ppnLTFs)(cspn)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF mild to 
severe HL low outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pplLTFs)(cspl)+ 
Cost false negative audiology 
mild to severe HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnhqa)(cph)+ 

Cost false negative audiology 
mild to severe HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnlqa)(cpl)+ 

Cost false negative audiology 
mild to severe HL normal 
outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnnqa)(cpn)+ 

Cost false negative screening mild 
to severe HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(cmn)+ 
Cost false negative screening mild 
to severe HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(cmn)+ 
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One-tier terms Formula 
Cost false negative screening mild 
to severe HL Low outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmql)(cml)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL high 
outcomes not LTF (pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pmh)(cmh)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL low 
outcomes not LTF (pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pml)(cml)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL normal 
outcomes not LTF (pm) (b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pmn)(cmn)+ 
Cost not screened mild to severe 
HL high outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsH)(cmh)+ 
Cost not screened mild to severe 
HL low outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsl)(cml)+ 
Cost not screened mild to severe 
HL normal outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsn)(cmn)+ 

Expected cost normal hearing 
Expected cost normal hearing 
false positive audiology  (pmh)(b)(pnhfs)(1-LTFs)(pnhfa)(1-LTFa)(cnh)  
Total long-term expected cost 
per infant screened Sum of all cost components above 

Benefit components 
Expected long-term benefit 
severe-to-profound HL 
Benefit fail audiology LTF 
severe-to- profound HL high 
outcomes (sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfa)(pphLTFa)(bph)+ 
Benefit fail audiology LTF 
severe-to- profound HL low 
outcomes (sp)(b)(1-LTFs)((LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfa)(pplLTFa)(bpl)+ 
Benefit fail audiology LTF 
severe-to- profound HL normal 
outcomes (sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfa)(ppnLTFa)(bpn)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF 
severe-to-profound HL high 
outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pphLTFs)(bmh)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF 
severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pplLTFs)(bml)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF 
severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(ppnLTFs)(bmn)+ 
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One-tier terms Formula 
Benefit false negative audiology 
severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqa)(pplqa)(bpl)+ 
Benefit false negative audiology 
severe-to-profound HL high 
outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqa)(ppnqa)(bph)+ 
Benefit false negative audiology 
severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqa)(ppnqa)(bpn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening 
severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes (sp)(b)(pq)(ppqn)(bspn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening 
severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppql)(bspl)+ 
Benefit false negative screening 
severe-to-profound HL high 
outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppqh)(bsph)+ 
Benefit not screened severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsn)(bspn)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL 
low outcomes not LTF (sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(ppl)(bpl)+ 
Benefit not screened severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsh)(bsph)+ 
Benefit not screened severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes (sp)(1-b)(sp)(psnsL)(bspl)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL 
normal outcomes not LTF (sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(psn)(bpn)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound 
profound HL high outcomes not 
LTF (sp) (b) (ppfs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(psh)(bph)+ 
Expected long-term benefit mild 
to severe HL 
Benefit fail audiology LTF mild 
to severe HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmhnLTFa)(bmh)+ 

Benefit fail audiology LTF mild 
to severe HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmlLTFa)(bml)+ 

Benefit fail audiology LTF mild 
to severe HL normal outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmnLTFa)(bmn)+ 

Benefit fail screen but LTF mild 
to severe HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pphLTFs)(bsph)+ 
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One-tier terms Formula 
Benefit fail screen but LTF mild 
to severe HL low outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pplLTFs)(bspl)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF mild 
to severe HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(ppnLTFs)(bspn)+ 
Benefit false negative audiology 
mild to severe HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnhqa)(bph)+ 

Benefit false negative audiology 
mild to severe HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnlqa)(bpl)+ 

Benefit false negative audiology 
mild to severe HL normal 
outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnnqa)(bpn)+ 

Benefit false negative screening 
mild to severe HL normal 
outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(bmn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening 
mild to severe HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(bmn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening 
mild to severe HL Low outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmql)(bml)+ 
Benefit mild to severe HL high 
outcomes not LTF (pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pmh)(bmh)+ 
Benefit not screened mild to 
severe HL low outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsl)(bml)+ 
Benefit mild to severe HL low 
outcomes not LTF (pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pml)(bml)+ 
Benefit mild to severe HL normal 
outcomes not LTF (pm) (b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pmn)(bmn)+ 
Benefit not screened mild to 
severe HL high outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsH)(bmh)+ 
Benefit not screened mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsn)(bmn)+ 
Total long-term expected 
benefit per infant screened 

Net benefit per infant screened 
Total long-term expected benefit-total long-term 
expected cost  

Note. Net benefit = total long-term expected benefit – total long-term expected costs. See 
Appendix D for symbol key and values used for each input. HL = hearing loss. 
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Two-tier hearing screening formula 

Two-tier terms Formula 
Cost components 

Expected short-term costs  
Cost screen (b)(cs)+ 

Cost rescreen (b)(fs)(1-LTFs)(cs2) 

Cost audiology (b)(fs)(1-LTFs)(ca)+ 
Expected long-term cost severe-to-
profound HL 
Cost fail audiology LTF severe-to- 
profound HL high outcomes 

(sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(1-
LTF2)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(pphLTFa)(cph)+ 

Cost fail audiology LTF severe-to- 
profound HL low outcomes 

(sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(1-LTF2)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa) 
(pplLTFa)(cpl)+ 

Cost fail audiology LTF severe-to- 
profound HL normal outcomes 

(sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(1-LTF2)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa) 
(ppnLTFa)(cpn)+ 

Cost fail screen but LTF severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pphLTFs)(cmh)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pplLTFs)(cml)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(ppnLTFs)(cmn)+ 
Cost false negative audiology severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes 

(sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfs)(1-
LTF2)(ppqa)(pphqa)(cph)+ 

Cost false negative audiology severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes 

(sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfs)(1-
LTF2)(ppqa)(pplqa)(cpl)+ 

Cost false negative audiology severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes 

(sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfs)(1-
LTF2)(ppqa)(ppnqa)(cpn)+ 

Cost false negative screening severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(b)(pq)(ppqn)(cspn)+ 
Cost false negative screening severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes 

(sp) (b)(pq)(ppql)(cspl)+ 
 

Cost not screened severe-to-profound HL 
normal outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsn)(cspn)+ 
Cost false negative screening severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppqh)(csph)+ 
Cost not screened severe-to-profound HL 
high outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsh)(csph)+ 
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Two-tier terms Formula 
Cost severe-to-profound HL low outcomes 
not LTF 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(1-
LTF2)(ppl)(cpl)+ 

Cost not screened severe-to-profound HL 
low outcomes (sp)(1-b)(sp)(psnsL)(cspl)+ 
Cost severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes not LTF 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(1-
LTF2)( (psn)(cpn)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound profound HL 
high outcomes not LTF 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(1-
LTF2)( (psh)(cph)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound HL fail rescreen 
LTF normal outcomes 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(psnLTF2)(cpn)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound HL fail resecreen 
LTF low outcomes 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pslLTF2)(cpl)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound HL fail rescreen 
LTF high outcomes 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pshLTF2)(cph)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound HL false negative 
resecreen normal outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(ppnq2)(cpn)+ 
Cost severe-to-profound HL false negative 
resecreen LTF low outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(pplq2)(cpl)+ 
Cost severe-to-profound HL false negative 
rescreen LTF high outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(pphq2)(cph)+ 
Expected long-term cost mild to severe 
HL 
Cost fail audiology LTF mild to severe HL 
high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmhnLTFa)(cmh)+ 

Cost fail audiology LTF mild to severe HL 
low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmlLTFa)(cml)+ 

Cost fail audiology LTF mild to severe HL 
normal outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmnLTFa)(cmn)+ 

Cost fail screen but LTF mild to severe 
HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pphLTFs)(csph)+ 
Cost false negative audiology mild to 
severe HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnhqa)(cph)+ 

Cost fail screen but LTF mild to severe 
HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(ppnLTFs)(cspn)+ 
Cost fail screen but LTF mild to severe 
HL low outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pplLTFs)(cspl)+ 
Cost false negative audiology mild to 
severe HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnlqa)(cpl)+ 

Cost false negative audiology mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnnqa)(cpn)+ 
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Two-tier terms Formula 
Cost false negative screening mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(cmn)+ 
Cost false negative screening mild to 
severe HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(cmn)+ 
Cost false negative screening mild to 
severe HL Low outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmql)(cml)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL high outcomes not 
LTF (pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pmh)(cmh)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL low outcomes not 
LTF (pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pml)(cml)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL normal outcomes 
not LTF (pm) (b)(fsm)(fam)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(pmn)(cmn)+ 
Cost not screened mild to severe HL high 
outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsH)(cmh)+ 
Cost not screened mild to severe HL low 
outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsl)(cml)+ 
Cost not screened mild to severe HL 
normal outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsn)(cmn)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL fail rescreen LTF 
normal outcomes 

(pm)(b) (pmfs)(pmfrs)((1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pmnLTF2)(cpn)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL fail resecreen LTF 
low outcomes 

(pm)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pslLTF2)(cpl)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL fail rescreen LTF 
high outcomes 

(pm)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pshLTF2)(cph)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL false negative 
resecreen normal outcomes (pm)(b)(pmfs)(1-LTFs)(pmqrs)(pmnq2)(cmn)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL false negative 
resecreen LTF low outcomes (pm)(b)(pmfs)(1-LTFs)(pmqrs)(pmlq2)(cpl)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL false negative 
rescreen LTF high outcomes (pm)(b)(pmfs)(1-LTFs)(pmqrs)(pmhq2)(cmh)+ 

Expected cost normal hearing  
Expected cost normal hearing false 
positive audiology  (pnh)(b)(pnhfs)(1-LTFs)(pnhfa)(1-LTFa)(cnh)  
Total long-term expected cost per infant 
screened Sum of all cost components above 

Benefit components 
Expected long-term benefit severe-to-
profound HL 
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Two-tier terms Formula 
Benefit fail audiology LTF severe-to- 
profound HL low outcomes 

(sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(1-LTF2)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa) 
(pplLTFa)(bpl)+ 

Benefit fail audiology LTF severe-to- 
profound HL high outcomes 

(sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(1-
LTF2)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(pphLTFa)(bph)+ 

Benefit fail audiology LTF severe-to- 
profound HL normal outcomes 

(sp)(b)(1-LTFs)(1-LTF2)(LTFa)(ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa) 
(ppnLTFa)(bpn)+ 

Benefit fail screen but LTF severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pphLTFs)(bmh)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(pplLTFs)(bml)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(b)(LTFs)(pfsm)(ppnLTFs)(bmn)+ 
Benefit false negative audiology severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes 

(sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfs)(1-
LTF2)(ppqa)(pphqa)(bph)+ 

Benefit false negative audiology severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes 

(sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfs)(1-
LTF2)(ppqa)(pplqa)(bpl)+ 

Benefit false negative audiology severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes 

(sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfs)(1-
LTF2)(ppqa)(ppnqa)(bpn)+ 

Benefit false negative screening severe-to-
profound HL normal outcomes (sp)(b)(pq)(ppqn)(bspn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening severe-to-
profound HL low outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppql)(bspl)+ 
Benefit not screened severe-to-profound 
HL high outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsh)(bsph)+ 
Benefit not screened severe-to-profound 
HL low outcomes (sp)(1-b)(sp)(psnsL)(bspl)+ 
Benefit false negative screening severe-to-
profound HL high outcomes (sp) (b)(pq)(ppqh)(bsph)+ 
Benefit not screened severe-to-profound 
HL normal outcomes (sp)(1-b)(psnsn)(bspn)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL low 
outcomes not LTF 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(1-
LTF2)(ppl)(bpl)+ 

Benefit severe-to-profound HL normal 
outcomes not LTF 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(1-
LTF2)( (psn)(bpn)+ 

Benefit severe-to-profound profound HL 
high outcomes not LTF 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFa)(1-
LTF2)( (psh)(bph)+ 

 
(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(ppfa)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(psnLTF2)(bpn)+ 

Benefit severe-to-profound HL fail 
rescreen LTF normal outcomes 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pslLTF2)(bpl)+ 
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Appendix E continued 
  

Two-tier terms Formula 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL fail 
resecreen LTF low outcomes 

(sp)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pshLTF2)(bph)+ 

Cost severe-to-profound HL fail rescreen 
LTF high outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(ppnq2)(bpn)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL false 
negative resecreen normal outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(pplq2)(bpl)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL false 
negative resecreen LTF low outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(pphq2)(bph)+ 
Benefit severe-to-profound HL false 
negative rescreen LTF high outcomes (sp)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppqrs)(pphq2)(bph)+ 
Expected long-term benefit mild to severe 
HL 
Benefit fail audiology LTF mild to severe 
HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmhnLTFa)(bmh)+ 

Benefit fail audiology LTF mild to severe 
HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmlLTFa)(bml)+ 

Benefit fail audiology LTF mild to severe 
HL normal outcomes 

(pm)(b)(1-
LTFs)(LTFa)(pmfs)(pmfa)(pmnLTFa)(bmn)+ 

Benefit false negative audiology mild to 
severe HL high outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnhqa)(bph)+ 

Benefit fail screen but LTF mild to severe 
HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pphLTFs)(bsph)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF mild to severe 
HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(ppnLTFs)(bspn)+ 
Benefit fail screen but LTF mild to severe 
HL low outcomes (pm)(b)(LTFs)(ppfs)(pplLTFs)(bspl)+ 
Benefit false negative audiology mild to 
severe HL low outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnlqa)(cpl)+ 

Benefit false negative audiology mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes 

(pm)(b)(ppfs)(1-LTFs)(ppfqa)(ppnnqa)(bpn)+ 

Benefit false negative screening mild to 
severe HL normal outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(bmn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening mild to 
severe HL high outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmqn)(bmn)+ 
Benefit false negative screening mild to 
severe HL Low outcomes (pm)(b)(mq)(pmql)(bml)+ 
Benefit mild to severe HL high outcomes 
not LTF 

(pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(frsm)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFrs)(1-
LTFa)(pmh)(bmh)+ 

Benefit mild to severe HL low outcomes 
not LTF 

(pm)(b)(fsm)(fam)(fmrs)(1-LTFs)(1-LTFrs)(1-
LTFa)(pml)(bml)+ 
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Appendix E continued 
  

Two-tier terms Formula 
Benefit mild to severe HL normal 
outcomes not LTF 

(pm) (b)(fsm)(fam)(fmrs)(1-LTFs)(1-LTF2)(1-
LTFa)(pmn)(bmn)+ 

Benefit not screened mild to severe HL 
high outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsH)(bmh)+ 
Benefit not screened mild to severe HL 
low outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsl)(bml)+ 
Benefit not screened mild to severe HL 
normal outcomes (pm)(1-b)(pmnsn)bcmn)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL fail rescreen LTF 
normal outcomes 

(pm)(b) (pmfs)(pmfrs)((1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pmnLTF2)(bpn)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL fail resecreen LTF 
low outcomes 

(pm)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pslLTF2)(bpl)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL fail rescreen LTF 
high outcomes 

(pm)(b) (ppfs)(ppfrs)(1-LTFs)(LTF2)( 
(pshLTF2)(bph)+ 

Cost mild to severe HL false negative 
resecreen normal outcomes (pm)(b)(pmfs)(1-LTFs)(pmqrs)(pmnq2)(bmn)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL false negative 
resecreen LTF low outcomes (pm)(b)(pmfs)(1-LTFs)(pmqrs)(pmlq2)(bpl)+ 
Cost mild to severe HL false negative 
rescreen LTF high outcomes (pm)(b)(pmfs)(1-LTFs)(pmqrs)(pmhq2)(bmh) 
  
Total long-term expected benefit per 
infant screened 

Net benefit per infant screened 
Total long-term expected benefit-total long-term 
expected cost  

Note. This table displays the formula used to calculate net benefit per infant screed for two-tier 
outpatient and inpatient hearing screening protocol. To calculate two-tier inpatient LTF was set 
to 0 after second screening. Net benefit = total long-term expected benefit – total long-term 
expected costs. See Appendix D for symbol key and values used for each input. HL = hearing 
loss, LTF = loss to follow-up.
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